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Towards a universal nuclear density functional
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A new form of the nuclear energy-density functional for describing the
ground-state properties of finite nuclei up to the drip lines and beyond
is proposed. The volume part in this functional is fit to the Friedman–
Pandharipande and Wiringa–Fiks–Fabrocini equation of state for the
UV14 plus TNI model up to densitiesr'1 fm23 by a fractional ex-
pression inr which can be extended to higher densities while preserv-
ing causality. For inhomogeneous systems, a surface energy-density
term is added, with two free parameters, which also has a fractional
form like the Pade´ approximant containing (¹r)2 in both the numera-
tor and denominator. In addition to the Coulomb direct and exchange
interaction energy, an effectiver-dependent Coulomb-nuclear correla-
tion term is included with one more free parameter. A three-parameter
fit to the masses and radii of real nuclei shows that the latter term gives
a contribution to the Coulomb displacement energy of the same order
of magnitude as the Nolen–Schiffer anomaly. The first self-consistent
run with the proposed functional, performed for about 100 spherical
nuclei, gives rms deviations from experiment of'1.2 MeV in the
masses and'0.01 fm in the radii, which are about a factor of two
better than those obtained with the Skyrme functionals or with the
Gogny force. The extrapolation to the drip lines lies in between the
ETFSI and the macroscopic–microscopic model predictions. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00115-7#

PACS numbers: 21.60.2n, 21.10.2k

Recent progress in measuring basic nuclear properties such as nuclear mas
radii and in accumulating nuclear data is very impressive. Physics with radioactive b
has opened up a new era in experimental studies of nuclei not too far from the
stability valley and of nuclear exotica at extremeN/Z ratios up to the drip lines and
beyond. From the theoretical side, unfortunately, the present-day microscopic appro
are not able either to describe the properties of already known nuclei with suffi
accuracy to meet modern experiments or to give reliable predictions for nuclearterra
incognita, specifically, the data needed in astrophysical applications but which are
expected to be measured in the immediate future. Among the existing approache
most successful are the self-consistent mean-field microscopic models based on ef
energy-density functionals~EDFs! incorporating forces of the Skyrme type with ze
range or of the Gogny type with finite range, and also the relativistic mean field~RMF!
1690021-3640/98/68(3)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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model with classical meson fields. These models can give the masses and radii o
sured nuclei with rms deviations from experiment no better than about 2 MeV and
fm, respectively.1 While they may differ in the extrapolation behavior,2 most importantly,
all their predictions, even for nuclei not too far from stability, are in striking deviat
from those of the macroscopic–microscopic~MM ! models3 or of the extended Thomas
Fermi model with Strutinsky integral~ETFSI!.4 These latter models are able to reprodu
the measured nuclear masses and charge radii with the rms error down to'0.6 MeV and
'0.02 fm, respectively, and their predictions are currently considered to be the
reliable. Such a large disagreement between the two approaches may indicate tha
important physical ingredients are missing in the EDF construction, and perhaps the
of the EDF used so far in the microscopic calculations is not flexible enough to inco
rate them effectively. Searches for a better parameter set for these ‘‘old’’ functiona
still continuing~see, e.g., a very recent paper5 where the Skyrme functionals are revisite
with respect to the isovector}(N2Z)2 component, but it is hard to believe that th
revision would cure the above disagreement!.

In suggesting a new EDF, two issues should be kept in mind. Firstly, in changin
conventional EDF form in an attempt to improve the description of nuclear masse
radii, it is highly desirable to reach a mutually consistent result: the relative error for
these quantities should be of the same order. As one may notice, this is not the cas
all available calculations, since they yield relative rms deviations for radii that a
factor of 4 worse than those for the binding energies. Secondly, it would be of
advantage if a new EDF could be used not only for nuclei throughout the nuclear
but also for describing such objects as neutron stars, with the crystal structure in
crust. The present paper is an attempt towards such a universal nuclear density func

The total energy density of a nuclear system is represented as

«5«kin1«v1«s1«Coul1«sl1«anom, ~1!

where«kin is the kinetic energy term which, since we are constructing a Kohn–Sham
functional, is taken with the free operatort5p2/2m, i.e., with the effective mass
m* 5m; all the other terms are discussed below.

The volume term in~1! is chosen to be in the form

«v5
2

3
eF

0r0Fa1
v

12h11
v x1

s

11h21
v x1

s x1
2 1a2

v
12h12

v x1

11h22
v x1

x2
2 G . ~2!

Here and in the followingx65(rn6rp)/2r0 , rn(p) is the neutron~proton! density, and
2r0 is the equilibrium density of symmetric nuclear matter with Fermi energy«F

0

5(9p/8)2/3\2/2mr0
2 and radius parameterr 05(3pr0/8)1/3. Fractional expressions of th

type in Eq.~2! were introduced in Ref. 6 for the EDF with application to finite syste
with pairing correlations. Such expressions allow an extrapolation of the nuclear equ
of state~EOS! to very high densities while preserving causal behavior. This might b
advantage, since the available microscopic nuclear-matter equations of state often
causality atr.1 fm23. Thus, in deriving the parameters of Eq.~2!, we shall use the EOS
of Refs. 7 and 8 only in a region of up to about six times the saturation density.

The four parameters in the isoscalar volume energy density}a1
v are fixed by fitting

to the EOS of symmetric infinite nuclear matter7,8 for the UV14 plus TNI model. The
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result shown in Fig. 1 by the lower solid curve is obtained for values of the expo
s51/3, compression modulusK05220 MeV, equilibrium density 2r050.16 fm23 (r 0

51.143 fm), and chemical potentialm5216.0 MeV~the energy per nucleon at the sat
ration point!. The dimensionless parameters area1

v 529.559,h11
v 50.633,h21

v 50.131.
Keeping them fixed, a fit to the neutron matter EOS from the same papers7,8 is performed
to determine the three parameters of the isovector part}a2

v in Eq. ~1!. The good descrip-
tion presented by the upper solid curve in Fig. 1 is obtained witha2

v 54.428,
h12

v 50.250,h22
v 51.300. This corresponds to an asymmetry energy coeffic

b0530.0 MeV. Note that, according to our fit, the asymmetry energy decreases wr,
changing sign at four times saturation density. Such behavior might lead to the neu
proton separation instability in dense matter.9

The surface part in Eq.~1! is meant to describe the finite-range and nonlocal
medium effects which may presumably be incorporated phenomenologically withi
EDF framework in a localized form by introducing a dependence on density gradien
is taken as follows:

«s5
2

3
eF

0r0

a1
s r 0

2~¹x1!2

11h1
s x1

s 1h¹
s r 0

2~¹x1!2 , ~3!

with h1
s 5h21

v , a1
s andh¹

s the two free parameters. Such a form is obtained by add
the terms}(¹x1)2 in both the numerator and denominator of the isoscalar volu
energy density of Eq.~2!. Alternatively, this peculiar surface term may be regarded as
Padéapproximant for the~unknown! expansion in (¹r)2/(11h1

s x1
s ) where the form

factor 1/(11h1
s x1

s ) imitates a transformation to Migdal quasiparticles~cf. Ref. 10!. In
fact, h1

s is also a free parameter, but here we prefer to keep it fixed by the a
condition.

The Coulomb part in Eq.~1! is approximated by

FIG. 1. Binding energy per nucleon in symmetric nuclear matter and in neutron matter. The open circl
crosses are the calculations of Ref. 7 and Ref. 8, respectively. The solid lines show the fit by fra
expressions of the type in Eq.~2!.
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«Coul52pe2rch~r !S 1

r E0

r

rch~r !r 2 dr1E
r

`

rch~r !r dr D 2
3

4 S 3

p D 1/3

e2rp
4/3~12hCoulx1

s ! ,

~4!

where the first term, the diagram in Fig. 2a, is the direct Coulomb contribution~expressed
through charge densityrch and written, for simplicity, for the case of spherical symm
try!, while the second term is the exchange part, Fig. 2b, taken in the Slater appro
tion and combined with the Coulomb–nuclear correlation term}hCoul, Fig. 2c. The latter
is believed to account for the correlated motion of protons in nuclei beyond the d
~Hartree! and exchange~Fock! Coulomb interaction.11,12

The spin–orbit term«sl in Eq. ~1! comes from the two-body spin–orbit interactio
}(k1k8t1•t2)@¹1d(r12r2)3(p12p2)#•(s11s2). For spherical nuclei one gets

«sl5C0r 0
2 (

i ,k5n,p

1

r
rsl

i k ik
drk

dr
, ~5!

wherersl is the spin–orbit density,rsl
n,p(r )5(lnl^s• l&luwl

n,p(r )u2; herenl is the oc-
cupation number of the single-particle levell, wl is its wave function,̂ s• l&l5 j ( j
11)2 l ( l 11)23/4, knn5kpp5k1k8, knp5kpn5k2k8, andC052«F

0/3r0 is the in-
verse density of states on the Fermi surface (C05307.2 MeV•fm23). It is known from
the RMF theory that the isovector spin–orbit force is very small compared to the
calar one.13 Thus we setk850 and derive the isoscalar strengthk50.19 from the
average description of the splitting of the single-particle states in208Pb.

The last term in Eq.~1!, the anomalous energy density, is represented as

«anom5 (
i 5n,p

C0n†i~r ! f j~x1~r !!n i~r ! , ~6!

where n(r ) is the anomalous density andC0f j is the effective force in the particle–
particle channel with the dimensionless form factor14 f j(x1)5 f ex

j 1hjx1

1 f ¹
j r 0

2(¹x1)2. The strength parametersf ex
j 522.8, hj52.8 andf ¹

j 52.2 are extracted
from a fit to the neutron separation energies and charge radii of lead isotopes.14

The three parametersa1
s , h¹

s and hCoul remain to be determined. This was don
through ax2 fit to the masses and radii of about 100 spherical nuclei from38Ca to220Th,
with the resulta1

s 50.600, h¹
s 50.440 andhCoul50.941, the rms deviations being 1.

MeV and 0.01 fm for the masses and radii, respectively. We shall call the EDF in
proposed form, with the just parameters just determined, the nuclear density func

FIG. 2. Representative diagrams that can contribute to the Coulomb-induced binding energy. Diagrams
correspond to the direct and exchange Coulomb terms, respectively, whereas diagram c shows the Co
nuclear correlation term. The solid lines represent the nucleon~proton! Green’s function, the dashed lines th
Coulomb interaction, and the black square the total amplitude ofNN ~proton–proton! interaction.
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FaNDF0 ~the superscript 0 means a ‘‘zeroth’’ approximation in the sense that o
parameter sets FaNDFi , i 52, 3, . . . might be found which lead to a better fit!.

Typical results of the spherical HF1BCS calculations with FaNDF0 are shown in
Fig. 3 for even Pb isotopes, from the proton drip line to the neutron drip line~47
nuclides!, in comparison with experimental data and other model predictions. The E
model is chosen as a reference. The nuclei in theA'222 to 248 region might have
static deformation,3,4 so one expects that, with a deformed code, the results for FaN0

in this region will be shifted down closer to the MM or ETFSI results. Analogo
calculations for tin isotopes are presented in Fig. 4. It is seen that the predictions ob
with the Gogny force just outside the measured regions are in strong disagreemen
other models. Approaching the neutron drip line, the masses obtained with FaNDF0 fall
in between the MM and ETFSI predictions.

FIG. 3. Deviations of various theoretical masses from the ETFSI mass4 for a long chain of lead isotopes. Blac
triangles correspond to the MM model,3 solid dots to the Gogny force~from Ref. 2!. The results obtained with
FaNDF0 are shown by open squares. The experimentally known masses including those derived
systematics15 are presented by crosses.

FIG. 4. The same as in Fig. 3 but for the chain of tin isotopes.
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Finally, the mass differences for the mirror nuclei17F–17O and41Sc–41Ca calculated
with FaNDF0 in the uniform filling approximation are 3.546 MeV and 7.174 Me
respectively, whereas the corresponding experimental values are 3.543 MeV and
MeV. In all calculations the nucleon charge form factors in the direct Coulomb term
neutron–proton mass difference in the free kinetic energy operator are always take
account. If the Coulomb–nuclear correlation term were omitted by settinghCoul50, the
calculated mass differences for these mirror pairs would be 3.300 MeV and 6.872
respectively, leading to a 6–7% discrepancy; this kind of discrepancy is known a
Nolen–Schiffer anomaly. It follows that Coulomb–nuclear correlations play an impo
role in finite nuclei. Incorporating the corresponding term in the EDF improves
description of the nuclear ground-state properties and greatly reduces the severity
Nolen–Schiffer anomaly.

To summarize, we have shown that the agreement between the microscopic
consistent theory and experiment is significantly improved with the proposed ED
which the volume part fits the microscopic EOS for infinite uniform matter, the sur
term has the peculiar form given by Eq.~3!, and for finite systems the Coulomb pa
contains an additional Coulomb–nuclear correlation term. The first results obtained
the FaNDF0 parametrization are encouraging. The proposed construction of the
seems to be an important step towards a universal nuclear density functional.

The author thanks J. Wambach for helpful discussions concerning the micros
nuclear matter EOS during the early stage of this work and expresses his gratitu
V. Shaginyan, S. Tolokonnikov and D. Zawischa for their continuous interest and he
comments. This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Re
through Grant 98-02-16979. The computations were performed on a computer pro
by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
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Experimental determination of the difference of the beta-
decay constants for atomic and molecular tritium

Yu. A. Akulova) and B. A. Mamyrin
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021
St. Petersburg, Russia

~Submitted 23 June 1998!
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The results of an experiment measuring the differenceDl5la2lm of
the beta-decay constants of atomic and molecular tritium are reported.
The differenceDl is determined by comparing the rates of growth of
the relative content of radiogenic helium-3 in samples containing
atomic and molecular tritium. The resultDl5(4.660.8)310212s21

corresponds to a relative change of the decay constant by;0.26%.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00215-1#

PACS numbers: 23.40.2s, 33.15.2e, 32.10.2f

According to the Fermi theory of beta decay, the probability of electron emissio
nuclei and the spectrum of the electrons depend on the structure of the electronic
space accessible to the beta electron in the atomic–molecular system including th
active nucleus. The experimentally determined values of the fundamental paramete
beta transition — the decay constantl and the maximum energy of the beta spectrum
are sensitive to the state of the electronic environment of the nucleus — the so-
chemical shift of nuclear characteristics. Since the energy released in the beta de

tritium is relatively low (3H→3He1e21 ñ118.6 keV), an appreciable fraction of th
virtual beta electrons is generated with wavelengths characteristic for atomic elec
systems. This leads to considerable changes in the real beta spectrum and ma
chemical shifts of the decay constant measurable. According to preliminary theor
estimates,1,2 the chemical shifts of the decay constant for different configurations of
electronic environment of the triton lie in the range~0.1–0.7!%. In the present letter we
report the results of an experiment measuring the difference of the decay consta
atomic (la) and molecular (lm) tritium: Dl5la2lm .

The helium differential isotopic mass-spectrometric method was used to dete
Dl.3 The crux of the method consists in the fact that the rates of growth of the rati
the content of radiogenic helium-3 to the content of helium-4 are compared for
samples, each of which contains helium-4 and some chemical compound of tritium
important advantage of this approach is that absolute measurements are completely
nated and the helium losses are much easier to take into account — the basic sou
the systematic error are thereby eliminated. In the case studied the experimental a
ment presupposed that two identical samples of a gas mixture containing helium-
molecular tritium are produced at a momentt0 and that subsequently an action is exert
1750021-3640/98/68(3)/4/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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on one of the samples so as to convert the tritium into an atomic state. Time is mea
from the moment at which the pressure of molecular tritium is switched on at the
trance surface of a 0.01-cm-thick palladium membrane with an active area of 12 cm2 and
a temperature;530 °C. The tritium which is passed through the membrane was m
with helium-4, after which the mixture was distributed over 350-mm-long molybden
glass ampoules with an inner diameter of 8 mm. The tritium partial pressure in
ampoules was equal to 93 Pa, and the helium-4 partial pressure was equal to
Dissociation of3H2 molecules was accomplished by an rf discharge produced in
ampoule by a 1 MHz sinusoidal field with intensity;100 V/cm, produced by ring-
shaped outer electrodes. The resonance dissociation mechanism was used to obta
malized free tritium atoms. In this method the energy required to break the intera
bond in 3H2 molecules is supplied by superelastic collisions~‘‘collisions of the second
kind’’ ! in interactions with mercury atoms which are excited in the discharge up to le
63P1 and 63P0 . The mercury atoms are introduced into the ampoule beforehand an
mercury is evaporated by the discharge itself. The effective current in the discharg
maintained at the level;40 mA. The power released in the discharge was equa
140–145 W.

The procedure for obtaining atomic tritium was simulated in special experim
with molecular protium. Mass-spectrometric and optical methods were developed
termine the degree of dissociation of the molecules. In the mass-spectrometric me
ments, free hydrogen atoms flowed from the discharge cell along a fluoroplastic a
combination channel in a free molecular flow regime into the ionization chamber o
mass spectrometer. The degree of dissociatione was determined from the dependence
the currentI of atomic hydrogen ions on the powerP absorbed in the discharge cell. Fo
the above-indicated values of the current and field intensity in the discharge, a hori
plateau corresponding to nearly 100% dissociation of hydrogen was achieved on a
the functionI (P).4 The optical method of determininge was based on comparing th
intensities of the monochromator-identified spectral lines of the Balmer series Ha , Hb ,
Hg , and Hd and bands with wavelengths;652 nm,;580 nm, and;410 nm from the
spectrum of molecular hydrogen for two regimes of the rf discharge — flow-throug
which the gas is pumped continuously through the discharge tube, and static. Th
dence time of a molecule in the interelectrode space was equal to 0.003–0.01 s
flow-through regime. In this case, there is virtually no time for the hydrogen to disso
and molecular bands predominate in the spectrum of the discharge. In the static r
~i.e., no gas flow!, however, for the same pressures and power dissipated in the disch
the intensity of the Balmer lines is 10–15 times higher, while the intensity of the
lecular bands is 25 or more times lower. Comparing the coefficients of the rel
change in the intensities, it can be shown that in the static discharge the deg
dissociation of hydrogen exceeds 93%. The static weights of the ionized and e
states of hydrogen in the discharge, calculated using estimates of the current, dens
energy of the electrons, did not exceed 1023%. Therefore the experimental condition
made it possible to observe the beta decay of tritium in the ground atomic and g
molecular states.

The measurement equation in the helium differential method of determiningDl for
the pair3H atom plus3H2 molecule has the form3
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~3He/4He!a

~3He/4He!m

5
ta

tm
S ke

Dl

lm
11D .

Here (3He/4He)m,a are the mass-spectrometrically measured values of the helium i
pic ratios in samples with molecular and atomic tritium;tm and ta are the effective
exposure times of the samples, and the residence time of part of the tritium in an a
state~i.e., the discharge lifetime! is tak, wherek,1 is a dimensionless factor. The tim
intervals tm and ta were calculated from the relationstm,a5(tm,a2t0)1dm,ahm,a ,
where the time readingstm and ta correspond to the moments when tritium is separa
from the samples;hm andha are the time intervals between the readingstm and ta and
the moment when helium isotopic ratios in the samples are measured; and,dm andda are
the relative residual specific activities of tritium, determining the rate of accumulatio
helium-3 in the ‘‘molecular’’ and ‘‘atomic’’ samples during the time intervalshm and
ha . The tritium was separated from the samples during the interaction of the gas m
with the palladium membrane, similar to membrane used when the ampoules were
The uncertainty in the reference timet0 , just as in the values oftm andta , did not exceed
8 s. The relative residual activity due to incomplete removal of tritium through
membrane was measured with an internal-fill proportional counter with sensitivity;106

tritium atoms5 and was equal todm50.00115 andda50.00095 of the initial specific
activity of the mixture. The permeability of palladium membranes for helium and o
factors determining the nonradiogenic variation in the ratio3He/4He in mixtures were
monitored with a mass spectrometer with a sensitivity with respect to3He of ;33104

atoms.6 The amount of helium-3 formed in samples during their exposure time exce
231013 atoms. Therefore the possible systematic errors due to helium leaks wer
tected at the level;1026%.

The ratios of the helium isotopes in the samples, close to 0.001 in absolute v
were measured with a modified MI-1201 two-beam isotopic mass spectrometer.7 The
3He1 and 4He1 ion currents were measured with continuous evacuation of the m
spectrometer chamber by a titanium getter pump, which stabilized the background
tent in the apparatus of hydrogen molecules with mass number 3 (1H2H, 1H3) at the level
1023 of the 3He content in a single admission. Five series of measurements were
formed. In each series, samples of a helium mixture from ‘‘molecular’’ and ‘‘atom
samples were successively admitted into the chamber. As a result, the value 0.9025
a standard deviation of 0.00021 was obtained for the ratio (3He/4He)a /(3He/4He)m from
the left-hand side of the measurement equation. The effective exposure times
tm5271.80 min andta5244.90 min; the coefficientk50.70, i.e., the discharge wa
maintained for 171 min. The degree of dissociatione was taken to be 0.9520.02

10.05.

The ratio Dl/l, determined from the measurement equation with the abo
indicated values of the parameters entering in the equation, equals 0.0025760.00045.
The error in the result, corresponding to one standard deviation, was determined
quadratic form which included the variances of all parameters of the measurement
tion. The variance of the ratiota /tm was calculated taking account of the 95% positi
correlation of the random quantitiestm and ta , which is due to the fact that identica
procedures were used to remove tritium from both samples. To calculate, on the ba
the measured relative shift of the decay constant, the absolute value of the diffe
DT1/2 of the half-lives of molecular and atomic tritium, it is best to use the valueT1/2m
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5(12.29660.017) yr — the weighted-mean of the latest two published estimates o
half-life for molecular tritium, which also agree well with one another. One of th
estimates was obtained by the isotopic-helium method8 and the other was obtained from
the decay curve obtained by the bremsstrahlung detection method.9 Since DT1/2/T1/2

52Dl/l for Dl/l!1, we find T1/2m2T1/2a5(0.031660.0055) yr5(11.562.0) days.
We obtain for the absolute value of the difference of the decay constantsla andlm

Dl5la2lm5
ln 2

T1/2m
~0.0025760.00045!5~4.660.8!310212s21.

Methods of fast tritiation of different hydrogen-containing compounds are b
developed on the basis of the method developed for obtaining, stabilizing, and per
ing diagnostics on atomic hydrogen. This will make it possible to measure the che
shifts of the decay constant for a wide class of atomic–molecular systems. The e
ment determiningDl in molecular–atomic tritium vapor showed that the accura
achievable in measurements of the chemical shifts of the decay constant by the h
differential isotopic mass-spectrometric method is sufficient for determining the ro
diverse through which the electronic cloud surrounding the beta-active nucleus influ
the beta electron, and therefore separate beta-electron production channels can be
theoretically: decay in bound states, screening of the nuclear charge by atomic ele
excitation of atomic electrons, exchange effect. The goal of the development of pre
measurement methods and an adequate technique for calculating the chemical s
the decay constant is to construct on the basis of the chemical shift a new meth
determining the energy and spatial characteristics of electronic states in ato
molecular and other quantum-size systems.
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Shift and broadening of hadronic resonances formed in
nuclear interactions

D. V. Dobrokhotov, V. M. Kolybasov, and I. S. Shapiro
P. N. Lebedev Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Ru

~Submitted 20 April 1998; resubmitted 25 June 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 3, 171–176~10 August 1998!

The mass shift and broadening of the isobarD(1232) formed in the
reaction12C(p,n)D11 11B* , are explained by taking into account the
elastic and inelastic rescattering of the isobar decay products by the
residual nuclear system. The computational results for the mass de-
crease and broadening of the peak are in good agreement with the
experimental data. Predictions are given for a process of the same type
on the deuteron,pd→nnD11. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00315-6#

PACS numbers: 25.40.Ep, 27.20.1n

Recent investigations of the production of wide resonances in nuclear interac
conducted in an exclusive or semiexclusive arrangement1–4 have shown that in a numbe
of cases the observed parameters of the resonance~the position of the maximum and th
shape and width of the line! differ appreciably from the parameters of a free resonan
It seems likely that the simplest and most universal reason is that a resonance
width greater than several tens of MeV decays predominantly within the range o
nuclear forces, and the products of its decay are highly likely to interact with the res
nuclear system, transferring part of the energy and momentum to it; this decreas
observed mass and broadens the peak.

The problem of the properties of hadronic resonances formed in nuclear rea
has attracted in recent years the attention of theorists, and there are a large num
publications concerning this question~see Refs. 5 and 6 and the references cited the!.
Even a brief review of the corresponding theoretical models and results falls outsid
scope of the present letter. We note only that most of them are based on the ide
change in the effective mass of the hadron, propagating~before decaying! in the nuclear
medium, on account of the interaction with the surrounding matter. We shall emp
completely different approach. Since the transit time of a wide hadronic resonanc
nucleus is of the same order of magnitude as the lifetime, to a first approximatio
neglect the change in its properties as a result of collisions with the nucleons i
nucleus. The only, and seemingly the most important, dynamical effect that will be t
into account is the interaction of the decay products of a resonance with the re
nuclear system. In other words, we proceed from the fact that the physical nature
observed shift does not signify a change in the position of the pole in the produ
1790021-3640/98/68(3)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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amplitude as a result of hadron-nuclear interaction and that it is a simple conseque
the interaction of the decay particles with the spectator nucleus.

The effect mentioned above has been observed in the reaction whereby the s

antiprotons are captured by deuteronsp̄d→ps2p13p2 ~Ref. 3!, where a peak is presen
in the mass distribution of the system (2p12p2) ~the so-called resonancez(1480) or

X(1500), possibly ap̄n bound state!. The surprise was that the position of the peak w
substantially different for small (ps,200 MeV/c) and large (ps.200 MeV/c) momenta
of the spectator proton. The shift was equal to about 120 MeV. Both the apprec
high-momentum ‘‘tail’’ in the momentum distribution of the spectator and the shift
broadening of the peak in the mass spectrum of the system (2p12p2) in different
regions of the momentum of the final proton were successfully explained in Ref. 7

model of a quasifreep̄n capture and rescattering of one of the pions from the deca
X(1500) by the proton. The idea was that the pion gives up a portion of its energy
momentum to the spectator proton, as a result of which the invariant mass of the s
(2p12p2) becomes smaller by an amount of the order of 120–140 MeV. This in

pretation was later confirmed by new data onp̄d capture,8 where aD-isobar peak was
observed in the mass distribution of (p1p), in agreement with the theoretica
predictions9 obtained in the same model.

There arises the conjecture that this is a universal effect for all wide resona
produced in nuclear interactions. It is natural to raise the question of whether or n
effect appears for the best known of these resonances — theD isobar. To find the answe
to this question was the main goal of our investigation. There exists a large quant
data on the inclusive spectra of tritons and neutrons from the reactions (3He, t) and
(p,n) in the region ofD excitation of nuclei.10 For our purposes, we require data o
exclusive or semiexclusive investigations with simultaneous detection of both produ
the decayD(p1p1). There are few such data, and the best data are apparently fo
processp1 12C→n1p1p1 . . . at 1.5 GeV/c,1 where it was found that the distributio
over the invariant mass of the system (p1p) differs substantially from the case of th
reaction on hydrogen. In what follows we shall examine the reaction on12C, we shall
compare the theoretical results with the data of Ref. 1, and we shall give theor
predictions for the case of the deuteron.

We underscore that the question investigated here~distribution over the invariant
mass of the systemp1p) is considerably different from the question investigated in Re
6 ~distribution of the missing triton or neutron mass!. These are completely differen
distributions, entailing different physics. This is especially well illustrated by the rad
change in the form of the spectrum of neutrons and tritons accompanying the tran
from one channel of the reaction (3He, t) or (p,n) to other channels.1,2 We note that the
distribution over the invariant mass of the systempp has not been previously invest
gated either at the quantitative or semiquantitative levels.

We begin by presenting the formulas for the most transparent case — a deuteron,
examining the contribution of the pole diagram~Fig. 1a! and the diagram with rescatte
ing of the pion~Fig. 1b!. ~The rescattering of the pion is the most important proce
since the pion is located in the resonance region, where the pion–nucleon cross se
several times greater than the nucleon–nucleon cross section.! The amplitudeMpol ,
corresponding to Fig. 1a, can be represented in the form
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Mpol5wd~ps! M1 , ~1!

where M1 is the amplitude of the processpp→nD11, ps is the momentum of the
spectator, andwd(p) is the wave function of the deuteron in momentum space. Using
expressions from Ref. 7 and the method of Ref. 11 to transform the integral of a
gular diagram and using the form of the pion–nucleon amplitude in theD-resonance
region, we can represent the squared amplitude~Fig. 1b! in the form

uM nu25
p

2

~«s1«pi!
2

~mn1«pi!
2

sp1n~113 cos2 u!

k2
uM1u2uI nu2 , ~2!

whereu andk are, respectively, the angle between the initial deuteron and the final
and the momentum of the pion in the center-of-mass system of thep1n system,sp1n is
the total cross section of the interactionp1n, «s and«pi are the energies of the spectat
and final pion,mn is the nucleon mass, and

I n5E wd~r ! j 1S Qr

2 D H ~12 ikr !eikr2S 11
r

aDe2r /aJ dr; ~3!

wd(r ) is the wave function of the deuteron, normalized to 1,j 1 is a spherical Besse
function, anda is a parameter appearing in the parametrization of the widthG of the
Breit–WignerD-resonance amplitude:

G52g
~ka!3

~11~ka!2!2
. ~4!

FIG. 1. Diagrams of the processesd(p,n)D11n ~a,b! and12C(p,n)B* D11 ~c,d!.
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Fitting freep1n scattering givesg5195 MeV,a55.731023 MeV21 and 1225 MeV for
the mass of theD resonance. Using also the parametrization of the Paris wave functio
the deuteron in the form12

wd~r !5( Cn

e2mnr

r
, ~5!

the integration in Eq.~3! can be performed explicitly:

I n52(
n

CnH mn
221/a21Q2/4

Q2
arctanS 2

mn11/a

Q D
2

mn
21k21Q2/4

Q2
arctanS 2

mn2 ik

Q D J . ~6!

We have now obtained expressions for the squared amplitudes~2!, ~3!, and ~6! and we
can calculated any distribution in the phase space of the reaction by the Monte
procedure.13

In the case of the formation of aD isobar on12C nucleus, the diagrams in Figs. 1
and 1d must be taken into account. In contrast to the deuteron case, in Fig. 1d th
can be rescattered by the residual nuclear system not only elastically but also inelas
with excitation of discrete levels or the continuous spectrum~i.e., with breakup of the
residual nucleus!. Such inelastic processes are very important. To perform a strict ca
lation it is necessary to know the angular distributions of the inelastic scattering of p
by the11B nucleus~or closed nuclei! for different excitation energies. Unfortunately, da
on these processes are incomplete~see, for example, Ref. 13!. As a result, our results
must be viewed as preliminary estimates. We took account of three componen~i!
quasifree production of aD11 plus elastic scattering of the pion;~ii ! inelastic rescattering
of a pion by the residual nucleus with excitation of discrete levels with average excit
energy of about 15 MeV; and,~iii ! inelastic scattering with excitation of states of th
continuous spectrum with average excitation energy of about 65 MeV. The rel
contributions of these components were treated as free parameters. We emplo
oscillator wave function of the12C nucleus with the parameterp05120 MeV/c. The
amplitude of the elementary processp1p→n1D11 was assumed to be constant, i.
the amplitude of the entire processp1p→n1p1p1 contains only a pole responsibl
for D and the corresponding form factor. Despite its simplicity, such an amplitude g
a good description of the data on the invariant-mass distribution of the systemp1p for
the reaction on hydrogen~see Fig. 2a!.

The computational results for the invariant-mass distribution for the pion and pr
for the case of carbon are presented in Fig. 2b. The contributions of three compone
shown: quasifree production of the isobar plus elastic scattering of the pion~dotted
curve!; same with rescattering of the pion by the residual nucleus with excitatio
discrete levels~dashed curve!; same for inelastic scattering in the continuous spectr
~dot-dashed curve!. The ratio of the areas under the dotted, dashed, and dot-dashed c
are consistent with existing data on inelastic pion–nuclear scattering.14 The solid curve
shows the total theoretical result and describes the experimental data very well. The
the proposed interpretation is entirely plausible. We note that the SATURN data fo
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process12C(3He, t)D11 . . . also show an appreciable shift of the position ofD11 in the
direction of smaller masses.2 Of course, it would be interesting to study in the future t
additional influence of the nuclear medium on the mass distribution of (p1p), though it
is unlikely to be large because of the short lifetime of the isobar.

In the case of reactions leading to the formation of aD isobar, many questions ca
be solved more easily by investigating the charge-exchange reaction (p,n) on a deuteron,
for example, the reactiond(p,n)npp1, since here the theoretical estimates are m
transparent~see diagrams in Figs. 1a and 1b and Eqs.~2!–~6!!. The inclusive neutron
spectrum from such a process was studied earlier in Ref. 15 (pp mass distribution was
not investigated!. It was shown there that the (pp) channel makes the dominant contr
bution to the cross section, which confirms once again the dominant role of the proc
in Fig. 1a and 1b. Our theoretical predictions are presented in Fig. 3. Figure 3a show
momentum distribution of the spectator on a logarithmic scale. The dotted curve r
sents the contribution of the pole graph in Fig. 1a, while the continuous curve repre

FIG. 2. Mass distribution of the systemp1p for the reactionsH(p,n)D11 ~a! and12C(p,n)B* D11 ~b!. Data
from Ref. 1. The solid curve for case b is the total theoretical curve. The meaning of the other cur
explained in the text.

FIG. 3. Theoretical predictions for the processpd→nnD11: a! spectator momentum distribution on a loga
rithmic scale. The dotted curve shows the contribution of the pole diagram in Fig. 1a; the solid curve is th
contribution of the diagrams in Figs. 1a and 1b. b! p1p mass distribution. The meaning of the curves
explained in the text.
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the total contribution of the diagrams in Figs. 1a and 1b. One can see that the tail
momentum distribution, containing about 2% of all events, is determined complete
the contribution of the pion rescattering process, which predominates for spectato
menta greater than 230 MeV/c. It is obvious that a clear shift of the maximum an
change in the shape of the mass distribution of the systemp1p can be observed only fo
ps.230 MeV/c. Figure 3b shows the mass distribution ofp1p. The dotted curve cor-
responds to the pole diagram of Fig. 1a, the dot-and-dash curve corresponds
diagram of Fig. 2b for events with spectator momentumps.230 MeV/c, while the solid
curve corresponds to the total contribution of the diagrams in Figs. 1a and 1b wit
same limit on the spectator momentum. We note that the total curve for momenps

.300 MeV/c will be virtually identical to the dot-and-dash curve in Fig. 3b. We no
that the downward shift of the maximum by 50 MeV agrees with simple semiquantit
estimates of the average energy transfer from the pion to the spectator.7 Estimates show
that under the kinematic conditions of Ref. 1 the total cross section corresponding
dot-and-dash curve in Fig. 3b will be of the order of several tens ofmb.

In closing, we note that the proposed simple interpretation enabled us to ob
good description of the exclusive formation ofD in the reaction (p,n) on 12C nucleus.
This shows that we are dealing here with a universal physical phenomenon, whic
provide new possibilities for studying nuclear structure and reaction mechanisms
same effect is most likely observed inr meson production4 and in the suppression nea
the threshold production ofv-mesons.16

We thank T. Erickson and S. Kullander for a discussion of the results and N
Pivnyuk for suggestions concerning the use of the Monte Carlo method. One of us~V. M.
K.! acknowledges the hospitality of the Svedburg Laboratory at the Uppsala Unive
where a part of this research was performed.
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Separation of positive and negative muons in a giant
shower by the geomagnetic field
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~Submitted 3 July 1998!
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The separation of positive and negative muons in a giant shower by the
geomagnetic field is observed at a very high level of significance
0.03%. This result is obtained by interpreting in terms of the quark–
gluon string model the indications of all detector stations that were
triggered in this shower~which was detected at the Yakutsk array! on
the basis of calculations of the responses of these stations both with and
without taking the Earth’s magnetic field into account. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00415-0#

PACS numbers: 13.85.Tp, 96.40.Tv

1. INTRODUCTION

The observation of giant atmospheric showers~GASs! with energies above
;1020 eV1–3 is extremely interesting for elementary particle physics and astrophy
This energy range lies beyond the threshold for the ‘‘cutoff’’ of the cosmic ray ene
spectrum on account of the interaction of protons~or nuclei! with the relic microwave
photons~according to the Greisen–Zatsepin–Kuz’min idea, see Refs. 4 and 5!.

Estimates of the energy of particles in the primary cosmic radiation~PCR! that
generate GASs provide evidence for the possible existence of either unusually ef
mechanisms of acceleration of charged particles all the way up to energies>3
31020 eV or new, unknown generation processes, for example, decays of hypoth
superheavy particles and topological defects~superconducting cosmic strings, and so o!
or annihilation processes~magnetic monopoles!.6 The arrival directions of GASs indicat
possible sources of generation of superhigh-energy particles, since for such partic
deviations from rectilinear propagation in the known intergalactic magnetic fields
small.

Investigations of the nature of the particles with giant energies are extremely
1850021-3640/98/68(3)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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esting. Possible candidates are protons, iron nuclei, cosmic neutrinos,g rays ~one pri-
mary g ray splits in the geomagnetic field outside the atmosphere into a broad spe
of secondaryg rays and electrons with energies;1018 eV). These primary particles
generate in the atmosphere cascades of secondary particles with different positions
maximum and different widths of the cascade curve, with different angular distribu
of the shower axes relative to the vertical direction, and so on. Investigations o
interactions of the particles in the PCR with the atomic nuclei in air at such extr
energies could yield unique information for elementary-particle physics.

The experimental data on extensive atmospheric showers can be interpreted
basis of a definite model of the interaction of hadrons at superhigh energies and v
assumptions about external factors influencing the dynamics of shower developm
has been shown in many works~see, for example, Ref. 7! that the quark–gluon string
model8 makes it possible to give a good description of the experimental data. Sp
cally, it was demonstrated in Refs. 9 and 10 that the quark–gluon string model
agreement between the calculations and experimental data on the muon compon
showers detected at the Yakutsk extensive atmospheric shower array in a wide ra
PCR particle energies.

An important aspect of the detailing of the model of shower development is
calculation of the distributions of the transit times of particles through a detector.11 The
average delay time and the width of the shower front at different distances from the
depend on the position of the shower maximum and the nature of the primary pa
For this reason, the correlation between the computed and experimental values
temporal parameters of a shower provides an additional test of the computational
for hadronic interactions and conjectures about the nature of the primary particle. M
over, the interpretation of the experimental data in the time channel on the basis
computed spatiotemporal structure of the shower front by the minimum-x2 and minimax
methods12,13makes it possible to decrease severalfold the error in determining the sh
arrival direction.

At the same time, improvements in experimental techniques and the accumulat
statistical data on the showers detected place increasingly higher demands on the
racy of calculations of the shower parameters, the degree of detailing of the dynam
the development of secondary-particle cascades, and taking account of external
~for example, the Earth’s magnetic and electric fields! that influence the distribution o
the detected charged particles in the plane of the array. Deflections in the magneti
destroy the azimuthal symmetry of the spatial distribution of the charged particles
change the dependence of their density on the distance from the shower axis,9 which
directly influences estimates of the energy of the primary particle. It is certainl
practical interest to correlate an improved model of shower development with the ex
mental data. However, it should be kept in mind that a large increase in computa
time is required in order to take account of the geomagnetic field. For this reason,
years have passed from the time when the possible influence of the geomagnetic fi
the spatial distribution of muons was first mentioned14 to implementation in practice.

In the present letter the data for the most intense shower detected on the Ya
array1 are interpreted taking account of the measured geomagnetic field and the
tiotemporal structure of the shower front, calculated in the quark–gluon strong m
from a primary proton. It is demonstrated that muons are separated according to th
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of their charge by the earth’s magnetic field in extensive atmospheric showers.

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND INTERPRETATION

In the quark–gluon string model8, a matrix of 80380 elements was calculated by
hybrid method15 for muons which enter a 50350 m cells in the array plane. Thus th
total area for whose cells the muon density was known equals 434 km. The calculation
was performed by the method of groups9 on a grid of directions of motion of the muon
relative to the shower axis (80380 elements!, energies of the muons~30 elements!, and
depths ~50 elements!. The average values for each group — an element of a f
dimensional array — determine the energyEm of a muon, the altitudeh at which the
muon was generated, and the direction of flight~zenith angleu and azimuthal anglef)
relative to the shower axis. The number of muons with such parameters in each
was determined by solving cascade equations. Therefore all muons produced in a s
were divided into groups in accordance with the parameters determined above
direction of the GAS axis1 was refined as a result of interpretation of the experime
data by the minimum-x2 and minimax methods12,13 on the basis of the computed sp
tiotemporal structure of the shower front. For each group of muons from the
dimensional array, the relativistic Newton’s equation

m0g
dV

dt
5e~V3B!, ~1!

wherem0 is the muon mass,g is the Lorentz factor,e is the charge,V is the velocity, and
B is the magnetic field, was solved. The equation~1! was solved taking account of th
ionization losses, i.e., the Lorentz factorg and the velocityV decreased as the muon
propagated in the atmosphere.

At the location of the Yakutsk array the modulus of the magnetic field isuBu
50.6 G and the field has a declination of 19° westward from the northward direction
an inclination of 76°. Control calculations were performed for the case when the
magnetic field is neglected (B50). The indications of the detector stations were int
preted by the minimum-x2 method in two models~with and without the magnetic field!.

3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 1 illustrates the separation of the positively and negatively charged muo
the GAS by the Earth’s magnetic field:1 The solid curves show the lines of consta
density for positive muons, while the dashed lines correspond to negative muons
arrows indicate the projection of the magnetic fieldB and the shower axis on the arra
plane. The separation of the positively and negatively charged muons is obvious. O
see that, in the first place, the centers of the distributions are displaced relative t
another by 125 m and, in the second place, more importantly, the curves at larg
tances from the shower axis, for example, for densityrm510 m22, are shifted leftward
and upward for negative muons and rightward and downward for positive muon
600–700 m. Quantitatively, the separation of positively and negatively charged muo
different points on the array plane can be characterized by a quantityk defined as the ratio
of the difference and sum of the densities of muons with different signs at a presc
point:

k5~rm12rm2!/~rm11rm2!. ~2!
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Curves of constant valuesk5 const are displayed in Fig. 2. In the caseuku>0.33 the
density of muons of one sign is at least two times higher than that of the other sign,
for uku>0.82 the fraction of muons of the one sign is less than 10%. One can see
Fig. 2 that at distancesr>300 m from the projection of the shower axis on the arr
planeuku>0.3, i.e., the separation of positively and negatively charged muons is alr
considerable. This muon separation effect would have been discovered a long tim
if measurements of the sign of the charge of the particles had been performed. How
such measurements are not made at the modern arrays. For this reason, at the pres
the separation effect can be observed only according to changes in the distribution
density of all particles in the detector plane as compared with the symmetric patter
is expected in the case when the geomagnetic field is neglected.

FIG. 1. Constant density contours for positive~solid curves! and negative~dashed curves! muons in a GAS.

FIG. 2. k5 const contours~see Eq.~2!! in a GAS.
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Figure 3 shows the contours of constant muon density, calculated taking acco
~solid curves! and neglecting~dashed curves! the Earth’s magnetic field. The numbers o
the curves are the values of the muon density. One can see that near the shower a
density maximum is greatly ‘‘smeared’’ by the magnetic field — the smallest continu
ring ~i.e., of maximum density! lies inside the closest dashed ellipse. At large distan
from the axis the eccentricity of the ‘‘continuous’’ ellipses is much smaller than for
‘‘dashed’’ ellipses — the spatial distribution of the muons in a direction perpendicula
the projection of the axis on the array plane becomes wider. It is obvious that a
observation level chosen for comparison, the GAS should consist of essentially mu
the same sign and many detectors must be triggered in order to have the most co
information about the spatial distribution of muons in the array plane. Moreover
shower axis should be approximately perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic
The inclined GAS detected at the Yakutsk array satisfies all these conditions.1

The results of the quantitative comparison of the two distributions, presented in
3, with the experimental1 data are given in Table I, which gives the number of trigge
detector stations~the number of degrees of freedom is less by 3, since three param

FIG. 3. Constant muon density contours calculated taking account of~solid curves! and neglecting~dashed
curves! the geomagnetic field in a GAS.

TABLE I.

n

with field without field

x2 X, m Y, m x2 X, m Y, m

42 48.9 1143 -452 86.5 1147 -417
39 33.6 1112 -452 73.1 1147 -417
24 26.1 1012 -417 22.9 1147 -417
24 41.7 1055 -406
~experiment of Ref. 1!
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were determined!, the values of the minimum ofx2, and the coordinatesX andY of the
shower axis in the array plane. One can see from this table that when the indicatio
all triggered detectors are considered (n542) x1

2 for one degree of freedom equals 2.2
if the magnetic field is neglected. The probability of such a model agreeing with ex
ment is less than 1024. In the case when the field is taken into accountx1

251.25, which
is entirely acceptable. Our analysis revealed that the indications of the three det
contradict the data from neighboring stations. If these detectors are excluded fro
analysis, thenx1

252.03 in the model without a field. The probability of agreement equ
;0.03%. For a model that takes account of the field we havex1

250.93 — excellent
confirmation of the separation of muons according to the sign of their charge b
geomagnetic field. We note that the very first interpretation was made on the basi
symmetric distribution of muons in a plane perpendicular to the shower axis. Acco
to this criterion, 24 detector stations were selected~i.e., the indications of 18 station
were discarded!! and the valuex1

252 was obtained in a model without the field. Th
likelihood of this value is no more than 0.5%. The interpretation of the indication
these stations on the basis of our calculations did not favor any particular modex1

2

51.1 neglecting the field andx1
251.24 taking the field into account!. This is natural,

since stations whose indications would be symmetric in a plane perpendicular t
shower axis were specially selected.

In summary, as a result of interpreting in terms of the quark–gluon string mode
indications of all triggered detector stations, the separation of positively and nega
charged muons by the geomagnetic field in the largest shower detected at the Y
array was observed at a very high level of significance 0.03%.

In closing, we thank G. T. Zatsepin for a fruitful discussion of the results,
suggestions, and for support.
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Scaling properties of transverse flow in Bjorken’s
scenario for heavy ion collisions
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We report a simple analytical solution for the velocityu of the trans-
verse flow of quark–gluon plasma at a hadronization front in Bjorken’s
scenario. We establish scaling properties of the transverse flow as a
function of the expansion time. We present simple scaling formula for
the expansion velocity distribution. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00515-5#

PACS numbers: 12.38.Mh, 25.75.2q

Landau’s hydrodynamic stage1 is a part of all scenarios for the evolution of the h
and dense matter~quark–gluon plasma — QGP! formed in ultrarelativistic heavy ion
collisions.2 It is now well understood that Landau’s complete stopping of Loren
contracted colliding nuclei is not feasible because of the Landau–Pomeranchuck–M
~LPM! effect, i.e., the finite proper formation timet0 ~Ref. 3; for the modern quantum
chromodynamics~QCD! approach to the LPM effect see Ref. 4; the early works on LP
phenomenology of nuclear collisions are reviewed in Ref. 5!, although evaluations oft0

and of the initial energy densityemax remain controversial.2 A corollary of the LPM effect
in conjunction with the approximate central rapidity plateau is the rapidity-boost inv
ance of initial conditions. The corresponding solution for a longitudinal expansion i
111-dimensional approximation, neglecting the transverse flow, was found by Bjo
~Ref. 6; see also Ref. 7!. There is some experimental evidence,8,9 although disputed,10,11

for a transverse flow which must develop if the lifetime of the hydrodynamic stag
sufficiently long.

In this communication we present a simple solution of the Euler–Landau equ
for the velocity of transverse expansion,u, gained in the hydrodynamic expansion
QGP before the hadronization phase transition. Our solution shows that for the u
considered lifetimetB of QGP the transverse flow is nonrelativistic. It is only margina
sensitive to properties of the hot stage and offers a reliable determination oftB if the
radial profile of the initial energy density is known. We find that theu distribution is a
scaling function ofu/um , whereum is a maximal velocity of expansion. We also com
1910021-3640/98/68(3)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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ment on the impact of the LPM effect on the buildup of the initial energy/matter den

We start with the familiar Landau relativistic hydrodynamics equations

]mTmn50 , ~1!

for the energy–momentum tensorTmn5(e1p)umun2pdmn , where e and p are the
energy density and pressure in the comoving frame, andum is the 4-velocity of the
element of fluid.1,12 The initial state is formed from subcollisions of constituents~nucle-
ons, constituent quarks and/or partons! of colliding nuclei and is glue dominated at ear
stages. The LPM effect implies that for a subcollision at the origin,x5(t,z,r )50, the
secondary particle formation vertices lie on a hyperbola of constant proper timet, t2

5t22z2;t0
2 , ande, p do not depend on the space–time rapidityh5 1

2 ln(t1z/t2z) of
the comoving reference frame.6,7 In the 111-dimensional approximation, this leads
the celebrated Bjorken equation

]e

]t
1

e1p

t
50 . ~2!

According to the lattice QCD studies, the familiar expression12 cs
25 1

3 holds for the sound
velocity cs in the QGP except in a negligible narrow region of the hadronization tra
tion temperatureTh;160 MeV and energy densityeh;1.5 GeV/fm3 ~Refs. 13,14!. With
the equation of statep5cs

2e, the Bjorken equation has a solution

e}t2~11cs
2
!. ~3!

Widely varying estimates foremax and the proper timet0 are found in the literature.2,14–16

However, as Bjorken has argued,6 emax}1/t0 , and the actual dependence of the Bjork
lifetime tB on emax is rather weak:

tB5t0F S Tmax

Th
D 4/~11cs

2
!

21G5
t0emax

eh
F S emax

eh
D cs

2/~11cs
2
!

2
eh

emax
G . ~4!

For central Pb1Pb collisions, for which there is some experimental evidence for the Q
formation,2 the typical estimates aretB'3 f/c at SPS14,17andtB'6 f/c at RHIC,2 which
are much larger than the standard estimatet0;0.5 f/c.

Let us first comment briefly on two sources of substantial dilution of the in
energy density: the LPM effect and the finite Lorentz-contracted thickness of colli
nuclei. Because of the LPM effect, the density of produced matter vanishes att50 and
builds up on the time scalet;t0 . The buildup of energy densityE(t) from a superpo-
sition of elementary subcollisions in an absence of expansion can be modeled b
inclusion of a source termf (t)5dE(t)/dt on the right-hand side. of the Bjorken equ
tion ~2!, which then has the solution

e~t!5t2~11cs
2
!E

0

t

dt t~11cs
2
!
dE

dt
. ~5!

For the plausible parametrizationE(t)5E0@12exp(2t/t0)# such an interplay of the
formation and expansion of the hadronic matter dilutes the energy density substanti
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short timest;t0 . Furthermore, at finite energies the Lorentz-contracted thickned
54RA(mp /W) of the colliding nuclei cannot be neglected and leads to a further dilu
of the attainable energy density:

^e~t!&5E
0

d

dtw~ t !e~t2t ! , ~6!

where the temporal distribution of subcollision vertices for central collisions can
estimated asw(t)'(1/d)(12u2t2du/d)u(d2t)u(t). The result of temporal smearin
~6! only depends ong5d/t0 . For instance, in central lead-on-lead fixed target collis
at SPS energyE/A5160 GeV we haved'1.3 fm, which is not small compared to th
standard estimatet050.5 fm. The both dilution~5! and smearing~6! are short-time
effects and have only a marginal impact on the dynamics of expansiont
*max$t0 ,d% and are negligible at RHIC energies. Their impact at energy densities
to the threshold for QGP formation can be substantial, though, which may be the ca
the SPS.

Now we turn to the major theme of collective transverse expansion, which is d
by radial gradient of pressure. As we shall see, the radial flow is nonrelativistic. The
the first order in radial velocityur , the radial projection of~1! gives the Euler–Landau
equation

~e1p!
]ur

]t
1ur S ]~e1p!

]t
1

~e1p!

t D1
]p

]r
50 , ~7!

in which we can use the Bjorken solution fore and p5cs
2e. Then the Euler–Landau

equation can be cast in the simple form

]ur

]t
2

cs
2

t
ur52

cs
2

~11cs
2!

] log p

]r
. ~8!

The important point is that the transverse expansion of the QGP fireball can be neg
an assumption which we can justifya posteriori. For this reason the time dependence
the logarithmic derivativeD(r ,t)5] log p/]r can be neglected: it is completely dete
mined by the initial density profile and depends neither on the temperature nor fuga
of quarks and gluons, which substantially reduces the model-dependence of the
verse velocity. Then the solution of~7! subject to the boundary conditionur(t0)50 is

ur~r ,t!5
cs

2tcs
2

12cs
4Et0

t

dt t2cs
2
D~r ,t !'

cs
2tD~r ,0!

12cs
4 F12S t0

t D 12cs
2G . ~9!

Model-independent estimates for the initial density/pressure profile are as yet
ing. At RHIC and higher energies of the initial state it is expected to be formed
semihard parton–parton interactions for which nuclear shadowing effects ca
neglected.2,15 Then for central collisionse(r ,t0)}TA

k (r ), where k52 and TA(r )
5*dz nA(Az21r 2) is the density of constituents,TA(r );exp(2r2/RA

2), where RA

'1.1A21/3 fm is the nuclear radius. In another extreme scenario of strong shadowin
of strong LPM effect the soft particle production is not proportional to the multiplicity
collisions of fast partons4,5 andk51 is more appropriate. Hereafter we takek52. In any
case, the logarithmic pressure gradient is approximately linear,D(r ,t)'2kr/RA

2 , and
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according to the solution~9! the displacement of the fluid elementDr is proportional to
the radius,Dr}r t2. Consequently, we have the Hubble-type radial rescaling

l~t!'11
Dr

r
'11S t

tT
D 2

, ~10!

where

tT'RA /Akcs ~11!

has the meaning of the lifetime against transverse expansion. For central Pb1Pb colli-
sions Eq.~11! gives tT'10k20.5f/c, which is larger than the above-cited estimates
tB , and at SPS and RHIC energies the transverse expansion of the fireball c
neglected.

In a quasi-uniform plasma the hydrodynamic expansion lasts untile5eh . For long-
lived QGP andt@t0 we can use the Bjorken solution

e~r ,t!5ehS TA~r !

TA~0! D
kS tB

t D 11cs
2

, ~12!

which gives the position of the hadronization front

r h~t!5RAA11cs
2

k
ln

tB

t
~13!

and the radial velocity at the hadronization front

u~t!5ur~r h~t!,t!5
cs

2t

RA~12cs
4!
A4k~11cs

2!ln
tB

t
F12S t0

t D 12cs
2G . ~14!

For the values oftB and t0 usually discussed we havetB@t0 . For such a long-lived
QGP,tB@t0 , the radial velocity takes the maximal valueum at t'1/Ae,

um5
cs

2tB

RA~12cs
4!
A2k~11cs

2!

e
F12S t0Ae

tB
D 12cs

2G . ~15!

It is remarkable that the average radial accelerationum /tB is approximately constant. Th
solid line in Fig. 1 shows the maximal velocityum evaluated from~14!. The large-tB

approximation~15!, shown by the dashed line, reproduces these results to better
;4% attB53 f/c and better than;1% attB58 f/c. For the above-cited estimates fo
tB in central Pb1Pb collisions we findum(SPS)'0.13 andum(RHIC)'0.28; conse-
quently, the nonrelativistic expansion approximation is justified very well. Now no
that for a long-lived QGP the hadronization front~13!, shown in Fig. 2, andu(t)/um

depend only on the scaling variablet5t/tB , with the obvious exception of the shor
time regiont;t0 . This scaling property is clearly seen in Fig. 3, where we showu/um

as a function oft5t/tB . Notice the convergence to a universal curve with increas
tB .

The most interesting quantity is the radial velocity distribution, which can be ev
ated experimentally from the Doppler modifications of the thermal spectrum. In ord
test our results one needs particles which are radiated from the hadronization fron
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standard scenario is that the hadronization transition is followed by an expanding m
phase which, however, does not contribute to the transverse velocity because
mixed phasecs

250. The mixed phase is followed by a hydrodynamic expansion
post-acceleration of strongly interacting pions and baryons until the hadronic freez
temperatureTf,Th is reached.18 Because this post-acceleration is negligible for wea
interactingK1 and f mesons, one obtains the desired access to the radial flow a
hadronization transition. In evaluating the modification of the thermal spectrum
needs to know theu distribution weighted with the particle multiplicity. For a consta
hadronization temperature the contribution of the hadronization surfacer h(t) to the
particle multiplicity is

dw}r h~t!dt . ~16!

With the use of the solutions~13! and ~14!, it can readily be transformed intodw/du
}r h(du/dt)21. The important point is that because of the above-discussed scaling
erties of the transverse flow, the velocity distribution is a scaling function ofx5u/um :

FIG. 1. The maximal velocity of radial expansionum for for central Pb1Pb collisions as a function of the
expansion timetB . Shown by the dotted line is the large-tB formula ~17!.

FIG. 2. The time dependence of the hadronization front for central Pb1Pb collisions.
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dw

du
5

1

um

f ~x,tB!

A12x
, ~17!

where for a long-lived QGPf (x,tB) does not depend ontB . The square-root singularity
at x51 is a trivial consequence of the vanishing derivativedu(t)/dt at t'tB /Ae. In
Fig. 4 we show the scaling functionf (x,tB) for tB56 f/c. We don’t showf (x,tB) for
other values oftB , because the variations fromtB56 f/c to 3 f/c and 9 f/c do not
exceed several percent and are confined to a narrow regionx&0.2. The approximation
f (x)50.5 is good for all practical purposes.

In conclusion, we would like to argue that the shape of the velocity distribution
a large extent model-independent. The generic origin of the square-root singularitx
51 has already been emphasized, the fact thatf (0)Þ0 is due to a radiation from the
surfacer h;RA in the early stages of expansion. Above we assumed that hydrodyn
expansion continues until the hadronization transition. Following Pomeranchuk19 one can
argue that in the nonuniform plasma the hydrodynamic expansion stops when the
free path

FIG. 3. The convergence to the scaling behavior of the time dependence of the relative radial velocityu/um for
central Pb1Pb collisions.

FIG. 4. The scaling functionf (x,tB) of Eq. ~17!, shown fortB56.
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l int51/n~r c ,t!s t ~18!

defined in terms of the transport cross sections t , is larger that the GQP density variatio
length D(r ,0)21. In the partially equilibrated QGPl int}T21. Then for the temperature
TP at which the hydrodynamic expansion stops, the Pomeranchuk condition giveTP

}r /RA
2 . The possibility remains open that in the early stagesTP.Th , in which case

dw}r h(t)(TP /Th)3dt. This enhanced radiation at early stages at slow radial expan
but at higher temperaturesTP would mimic radiation at a lower temperature and high
radial velocity. This may result in the apparent depletion off (0); in order to explore this
possibility one needs a better understanding ofl int near the hadronization transition.

The NA49 fits to the proton, kaon, and pion transverse massmT distributions in
central Pb1Pb collisions at SPS assume an identical freeze-out temperature for al
ticle species.8 For positive particles NA49 findsTf514067 MeV and the transverse
velocity ^u&50.4160.11. However, for theK1 one must take the higher freeze-o
temperatureTf5Th'160 MeV given by the lattice QCD. Because of the anti-correlat
between the local temperatureTf and^uT& ~see Fig. 7 in Ref. 9!, such a fit with largerTf

to the samemT distribution would yield a smaller̂u&.

This work was supported in part by INTAS Grant 96-597 and by Grant 94-02-05
from the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research.
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New computational method for atoms in an intense
electromagnetic field

L. P. Rapoport
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A new representation is found for the interaction of intense circularly
polarized light with an atom. A stationary centrosymmetric part, which
depends on the field parametera05F/v2, is separated out from the
atom–field interaction. The time-dependent part of the interaction is
represented in the form of a multipole expansion witha0 taken into
account. The application of this representation for calculating the non-
linear dynamic polarizability of a complicated atom in the random-
phase approximation with exchange is studied. ©1998 American In-
stitute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00615-X#

PACS numbers: 32.80.2t, 02.70.2c

In recent years a great deal of attention has been devoted to problems concern
dynamics of atomic electrons in ultrahigh laser fields.1 Two problems are encountered
the study of the properties of a complicated atom interacting with an intense electro
netic field. First, it is impossible to use the standard nonstationary perturbation th
because there is no small perturbation parameter.2 Second, the single-particle approxim
tion for an electron in the atom — the Hartree–Fock~HF! approximation — is inad-
equate. Nor, however, can the random-phase approximation with exchange~RPAE! be
used in its standard form to take into account the multiparticle interactions in the a
since this approximation is applicable only for a weak external field.3 An intense elec-
tromagnetic field acts not only directly on a definite electron but also on all the o
electrons in the atom, giving rise to virtual excitations that depend on the frequenc
strength of the field. There arises a nonlinear dynamic polarizability of the atomic s
that cannot be calculated in the standard RPAE method, since it must be take
account both in the HF basis functions of the atom1 field system and in the expressio
for the strong, transition-initiating field.

In the present letter a new expression that is suitable even for ultrahigh electro
netic fields is obtained for the interaction of an atom with a circularly polarized fiel
is shown how the HF equations for a ‘‘field-dressed’’ atom and the RPAE equation
modified in a strong field.

HAMILTONIAN OF A HYDROGENLIKE ATOM IN AN INTENSE ELECTRO-
MAGNETIC FIELD

Let the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation~the atomic system of units\5e5m
51 is used!
1980021-3640/98/68(3)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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i
]C

]t
5Ĥ~ t !C ~1!

be represented in the formC85ÛC, whereÛ†5Û21 is a unitary operator. Then we
obtain forC8 an equation of the form~1! with the operator

Ĥ85 i S ]Û

]t
D Û†1ÛĤÛ†. ~2!

Let us consider first a hydrogenlike atom with nuclear chargeZ in a field described by the
vector potentialA(t) ~dipole approximation!:

Ĥ5
1

2 S p̂1
1

c
A~ t ! D 2

2
Z

r
. ~3!

In a circularly polarized field

A~ t !52A0~ex sinvt1hey cosvt !, ~4!

where A05Fc/v, c is the velocity of light,h561 for left- ~right-! hand polarized
waves,F is the intensity of the field, andv is the frequency of the field.

Using Eq. ~2!, let us transform the Hamiltonian~3! by means of two successiv
unitary operators

ÛK2H5expF i

c
p̂E t

A~ t8!dt8G . ~5!

We obtain

Ĥvib5ÛK2HĤÛK2H
† ~6!

~Kramers–Henneberger transformation4! and

Û rot5exp~2 ihvtL̂z!, ~7!

whereL̂z52 i ]/(]w) is the angular momentum projection operator in a spherical c
dinate system. The operatorÛ rot effects a transformation into a rotating coordinate s
tem

Ĥ rot5Û rotĤvibÛ rot
† . ~8!

As a result of two transformations we have5

Ĥ rot~r ,a0!52
1

2
¹22

Z

ur2a0u
1hvLz , ~9!

wherea05a0ex anda05F/v2. The operator~9! does not depend on the time, and Eq.~1!

with the operatorĤ rot ~9! becomes a stationary Schro¨dinger equation with exact quasien
ergyE. It is important to note thatĤ rot ~9! has the same asymptotic behavior in the lim
r→` as the Hamiltonian~3! without a field. The field parametera0 determines the
dynamics of an electron and the quasienergy spectrumE in the atom1 field system.
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In Eq. ~9! the potentialZur2a0u21 is a generating function for the Legendre pol
nomials. It can be represented in the form of the series expansion in terms of the sp
harmonicsYlm(u,w) andYlm(a0 /a0)

Zur2a0u215(
l 50

`

(
m52 l

l
4pZ

2l 11
j l~r ,a0! Ylm~u,w! Ylm* ~a0 /a0!, ~10!

wherej l(r ,a0)5r ,
l /r .

l 11 , r ,5min(r,a0), andr .5max(r,a0).

We now use the inverse unitary transformationÛ rot
215Û rot

† ~2! to return into the
vibrating coordinate system. We obtain

Ĥvib~r ,a0 ;t !52
1

2
¹22(

l 50

`
4pZ

2l 11
j l~r ,a0!Yl0~u,w! Yl0* ~a0 /a0!

2(
l 51

`

(
m52 l
~mÞ0!

l
4pZ

2l 11
j l~r ,a0! Ylm~u,w! Ylm* ~a0 /a0! e2 ihmvt. ~11!

The second term in Eq.~11! does not depend on the time, but forl .0 it is noncentral.
We extract from it the centrosymmetric part, multiply byuYl 80u2, and integrate over the
solid angledV. We obtain

V̂s
l~r ,a0!5Z A4p ~2l 11! (

k50

2l

jk~r ,a0! Yl0* ~a0 /a0!~2k11!21S l k l

0 0 0D
2

. ~12!

The difference between the time-independent potential term~11! and V̂s
l is not cen-

trosymmetric, and in the case of super-intense fields it can be taken into account
coupled-channels method~or by stationary perturbation theory!. In what follows we shall
neglect it. ThenĤvib(r ,a0 ;t) can be represented in the form

Ĥvib~r ,a0 ;t !52
1

2
¹22V̂s

l~r ,a0!2V̂int~r ,a0 ;t !, ~13!

where

V̂int~r ,a0 ;t !5(
l 51

`

(
m52 l
~mÞ0!

l
4pZ

2l 11
j l~r ,a0! Ylm~u,w! Ylm* ~a0 /a0! e2 ihmvt. ~14!

Let us compareV̂s
l 1V̂int , given by Eqs.~12! and ~14!, with the Fourier series

expansion ofur2a(t)u21, ordinarily used in calculations with super-intense electrom
netic fields4 in the quasienergy method.6 In this case

ur2a~ t !u215
1

p (
n52`

`

i 2neinvtE
0

p cos~na! da

ur2a0 cosau
, ~15!

wherea0 can be used for both linear and circular polarization of light. The stationary
in the expansion~15! can be extracted by settingn50:

V̂ 05
1

p E
0

p da

ur2a0 cosau
. ~16!
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V̂0 is not centrosymmetric~it can be expressed in terms of a complete elliptic integ
with argumentsr ,a0), so that in Eq.~16! it is impossible to separate the radial an
angular variables. Circularly polarized radiation has no advantages over linear pol
tion. The Fourier coefficients~15! for n.0 also have a very complicated form. For th
reason, expression~15! cannot be expanded in multipoles. The advantages ofV̂s

l 1V̂int ,
Eqs.~12! and~14!, over the representation~15! for circularly polarized light are obvious

HF EQUATIONS FOR THE ATOM1FIELD SYSTEM AND THE RPAE METHOD

The Coulomb interactionur k2rqu21 between the electrons in a complicated ato
does not change under unitary transformations by the operators~5! and ~7!. For this
reason, theN-electron HamiltonianĤa f in the field ~4! for a ‘‘dressed’’ atom has the
form

Ĥvib
a f5 (

k51

N H 2
1

2
¹k

22Vsk
l ~r ,a0!J 1

1

2 (
kÞq51

N
1

ur k2rqu
. ~17!

Since the potentialVsk
l (r ,a0) ~12! replacing the Coulomb interaction between the el

trons and the nucleus is centrosymmetric, the system of HF equations for the Hamil
~17! can be derived by the standard variational procedure. Representing the trial fu
in the formC5detiwk(r ,a0)i we obtain

H 2
1

2
¹22V̂s

l J w i~r ,a0!1 (
k51

N E dr 8

ur2r 8u
wk* ~r 8,a0!

3@wk~r 8,a0!w i~r ,a0!2w i~r 8,a0!wk~r ,a0!#5« iw i~r ,a0!. ~18!

The angular parts in Eqs.~18! can be extracted and, integrating the equations for arbit
field parametera05F/v2 ~except, of course, for the static limitv→0), « i(a0) and
w i(r ,a0) can be found for a ‘‘field-dressed’’ atom.

The RPAE equations can be easily found similarly to the HF method. Actually
entire RPAE theory derived for a weak initiating external electromagnetic field
stationary coordinate system can be applied in the case of a strong field in a coor
system oscillating with the frequency of the field. For this, the dipole vertex, whic
independent of the fieldF,

V~r !56S 8p

3 D 1/2

r Y1,71~n!

must be replaced by the (l , m)th component of the vertex~14! in a strong field

V̂ l ,m~r ,a0!5
4pZ

2l 11
j l~r ,a0! Ylm~u,w!Ylm* ~a0 /a0!, ~19!

where l , m.0. For multiphoton absorption (l @1, m' l ) an asymptotic representatio
can be used for theYlm(u,w) andYlm* (a0 /a0) appearing in Eq.~19!:7

Ylm~u,w!'
eimw

p

cosF ~2l 11!
u

2
1~2m21!

p

4 G
Asinu

;
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Ylm* ~a0 /a0!5H ~21!~ l 1m!/2F2l 11

4p
F~ l ,m!G1/2

, l 1m even,

0, l 1m odd.

Here

F~ l ,m!5
~ l 2m21!!!

~ l 2m!!!

~ l 1m21!!!

~ l 1m!!!
.

The zero-field HF wave functions must be replaced by the nonzero-field func
wk(r ,a0), and v→mv. The well-known integral equation for the RPAE matr
elements3 will become in the RPAE in a strong field:

^k2uV̂~mv,a0!uk1&5^k2uV̂ l ,muk1&

1 (
k3 ,k4

~nk3
2nk4

!^k1uV̂~mv,a0!uk3&^k2k3uUuk1k4&

«k3
~a0!2«k4

~a0!1mv1 id~122nk4
!

, ~20!

where

nl5H 1, l<F,

0, l.F,

F is the Fermi level andU5ur k2rqu21. In Eq. ~20!, the first term on the right-hand sid
describes the direct action of an external field on an electron, which is transferred
uk1& into uk2& in the ‘‘dressed’’ atom. The second term is a correlation term. It descr
the excitation of another electron by an external fieldV̂l ,m with formation of an electron–
hole pair, calculated using the HF functions of the ‘‘dressed’’ atom. The electr
electron interactionU in the last term in Eq.~20! leads to transfer of excitation from othe
atomic electrons~sum overk3 andk4) to the electron under study. Physically, the seco
term represents the polarization of an atom in a strong fielda0 , mv, i.e., the nonlinear
dynamic polarizability of the atom. To calculate it, the integral equation~20! must be
solved for the effective vertex. The solution of this equation is simplified considerab
performing the integration over the angular variables analytically. As a result, Eq.~20!

for V̂(mv;a0) will become one-dimensional. The matrix elements will be expresse
terms of the reduced and 3j - and 6j -symbols.

In conclusion, we note that all known refinements of the RPAE method in a w
field can also be used for the RPAE in a strong field with the substitution indic
earlier.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant
98-02-16084!.
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Parametrization and universal properties of turbulence
of an incompressible fluid
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A relation is established between the properties of turbulent flow, the
force f 0 setting the fluid in motion, and the spatialr 0 and temporalt0

turbulence scales. It is established that the Lo�tsyanski� integral di-
verges for such turbulence. It is shown that the spectral properties of
turbulence depend on the quantityg5 f 0t0

2/r 0. The spectrum of turbu-
lent pulsations consists of several universal segments, whose appear-
ance and arrangement depend ong. It is shown that the parameterG
5g4/3Re determines the specific dissipation power. The cases of large
and small parametersg and G are studied in detail. The physical
mechanism leading to ‘‘switching off’’ of dissipation in the limitG
@1 is determined. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00715-4#

PACS numbers: 47.27.Ak

The Kolmogorov spectrum and the associated ideas of universality, constant e
flux along the spectrum, and inertial range are the foundation of our current unders
ing of the nature of homogeneous turbulence of an incompressible fluid. At the
time, the Kolmogorov spectrum is not the only experimentally observed spectru
turbulent pulsations in a turbulent incompressible fluid. For example, besides th
Kolmogorov spectrum, there is the well-known 7/3 spectrum associated with the flo
helicity.1 Thus there arises the question of the conditions under which one or an
spectrum is formed, i.e., the question of finding the parameters that determine the s
composition of turbulent pulsations in one or another range of wave numbers.
present letter is devoted to the problem of determining the segments of the spectrum
universal behavior and the parameters responsible for the appearance of these se

1. Since we are interested only in fluid flows with large Reynolds numbers, as a
step we shall examine the Euler equation (Re51`) with an external forcef(r ,t):

]v

]t
1~v–¹!v52¹p1f~r ,t !, ^f~r ,t !&50, ~1!
2040021-3640/98/68(3)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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^f~r1 ,t1!•f~r2 ,t2!&5 f 0
2KS t12t2

t0
,
r12r2

r 0
D , ~2!

whereK describes the correlation properties of the forcef that sets the fluid in motion
and by definition off 0

2

E KS t

t0
,

r

r 0
D dr dt5r 0

3t0 .

For what follows, it is important that the last integral converges and is nonzero, i.e
restrictions imposed on the force that sets the fluid in motion reduce to these. To
confusion, we emphasize that the equality^f(r ,t)&50 does not imply that the abov
integral of the functionK vanishes. Without loss of generality the forcef can be assumed
to be purely solenoidal, the potential part being included in the pressure gradient.

2. To study the spectral properties of the problem~1! and ~2!, we shall employ the
kinetic equation obtained in Ref. 2 in the limit Re→1` ~see explanations below! for
Lagrangian particles of an incompressible fluid:

S ]

]t
1L̂11L̂2DF2~ t,1,2!5P~ t,1,2!1P~ t,2,1!1Q̂~1,2!F2 , ~3!

whereF2(t,1,2)5F2(t,r1 ,v1 ,a1 ,r2 ,v2 ,a2) is the ‘‘expanded’’~i.e., depending not only
on the velocities but also the accelerations arising as a result of the interaction
Lagrangian particles! two-particle distribution function,

L̂ i5vi •
]

]r i
1~ai1f~r i ,t !! •

]

]vi
, i 51,2,

P~ t,1,2!5E
0

1`

e2tL̂1S E E Q̂~1,3!Q̂~2,4!F2~ t2t,1,3!F2~ t,2,4! d3d4D dt,

Q̂~1,2!52~a2,l2a1,l !~v2,m2v1,m!
]3

]x1,l ,]x1,m ,]x1,p

1

ur12r2uS ]

]a1,p
2

]

]a2,p
D

2~v2,m2v1,m!~v2,l2v1,l !~v2,n2v1,n!
]4

]x1,l ,]x1,m ,]x1,n ,]x1,p

1

ur12r2u

3S ]

]a1,p
2

]

]a2,p
D ,

where in the last formula summation over repeated indices is assumed, andv2,l , a2,l and
v1,l , a1,l are thelth components of the vectorsv2 , a2 andv1 , a1, respectively.

Let us clarify the point of introducing distribution functions containing accelerati
as additional arguments. Ordinarily, in constructing kinetic equations one endeav
describe, on the basis of distribution functions, the processes associated with the
particle interaction. In Ref. 3 it was suggested that a kinetic equation be construct
solving the inverse problem: Given the spatial distribution of the forces~in the case of a
fluid — the pressure gradient!, calculate multiparticle distribution functions which a
consistent with the prescribed distribution of the ‘‘force’’ vectors. This leads to distr
tion functions that depend on the accelerations. Since no restrictions are imposed
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initial spatial distributions of the ‘‘forces,’’ aside from the restrictions following fro
Newton’s laws, such an approach makes it possible to describe fluctuations correc
the basis of a kinetic equation.4 What’s more, any ‘‘expanded’’ distribution function als
contains the information that is contained only in the entire infinite set of conventi
distribution functions~for example, any ‘‘expanded’’ distribution function makes it po
sible to calculatê a2n& for arbitrary n). This explains why in a number of problem
where it is impossible to truncate the standard BBGKY chain a closed equation c
obtained for the ‘‘expanded’’ two-particle distribution function.2 We note that kinetic
equations of this type have been used successfully to solve a number of proble
plasma physics.5

3. If the functionF2(t,1,2) is the solution of Eq.~3!, then the function

F2
~D,l!~ t,1,2!5l18D112F2~l11Dt,lr1 ,lDv1 ,l2Da1 ,lr2 ,lDv2 ,l2Da2! ~4!

is also the solution of Eq.~3! but with a different external force

f~D,l!~r ,t !5l2D11f~lr ,l11Dt !, ~5!

wherel.0 andD are arbitrary numbers.

To study the large-scale structure of the flow we choose the numberD in a manner
so that asl→1` the functionF2

(D,l)(t,1,2) approaches a finite limit. This requires th
the correlation function of the force~5! have a finite limit asl→1`, i.e., in connection
with the equality

lim
l→1`

^f~D,l!~r1 ,t1!•f~D,l!~r2 ,t2!&5 f 0
2r 0

3t0d~r12r2!d~ t12t2! lim
l→1`

l3D22 ~6!

we must setD5D`52/3. We call attention to the fact that the analysis of the limitl
→1` on the right-hand side of Eq.~6! made it possible to replace the correlatio
function K of the external force by a product of delta functions.

Therefore we arrive at the conclusion that lim
l→1`

F2
(2/3,l) is a homogeneous functio

~to prove the homogeneity of the function lim
l→1`

F2
(2/3,l) it is sufficient to note that by

definition of the limit lim
l→1`

F2
(2/3,l)5 lim

l→1`
F2

(2/3,ll8) , wherel8 is an arbitrary positive

number! and the relation

^v~r ,t !•v~0,t !&5C1S f 0
2r 0

3t0

r 2 D 2/3

for r @max~r 0 , f 0t0
2!, ~7!

whereC1 is a universal constant, holds. Actually, expressing the left-hand side of Eq~7!
as an integral of the function lim

l→1`
F2

(2/3,l) and using the homogeneity of this function,

can be shown that the correlation function under study is a power-law function ofr and
the exponent can be determined. We note that the power-law behavior of the right
side of Eq.~7! follows from the homogeneity of the function lim

l→1`
F2

(2/3,l) , while the

power of r on the right-hand side of Eq.~7! is determined uniquely by the numberD`

52/3. Of course, the functional dependence in Eq.~7! is consistent with the dimension o
the parameter appearing in Eq.~6!. We emphasize that we have not postulated but ra
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we have proved the power-law character of the right-hand side of Eq.~7!. The expression
~7! describes the creation of large vortices~inverse cascade! and the long-wavelength
correlations associated with these vortices.

The correlation function~7! enters in the so-called Lo�tsyanski� integral6

L52
1

4pE r 2^v~r ,t !•v~0,t !& d3r .

According to Eq.~7!, the Lo�tsyanski� integral diverges,L5`. Therefore a correct
description of the inverse cascade for the method of turbulence excitation under
leads to the conclusion that the Lo�tsyanski� integral diverges. Curiously, the question
the convergence of the Lo�tsyanski� integral has been studied only for isotropic turbule
motion with the correlation function~7! initially decaying exponentially rapidly at larg
distances, i.e., under the assumption that it is possible to produce isotropic turbu
with negligible long-wavelength correlations. Under this assumption it can be shown
the Lo�tsyanski� integral remains finite during further free evolution.6 The expression~7!
shows that the assumption that large-scale vortices~inverse cascade! play a negligible
role is not always valid for isotropic turbulence.

Analysis of the small-scale structure of the flow~1! and~2! reduces to taking in Eq
~4! D5D0521/2, which ensures the existence of a finite homogeneous func
lim

l→10
F2

(21/2,l) . Hence follows

^~v~r ,t !2v~0,t !!2&5C2f 0r for r !min~r 0 , f 0t0
2!, ~8!

whereC2 is a universal constant.

To study flow on scales fromr 0 to f 0t0
2, we shall consider two limiting cases:g

5 f 0t0
2/r 0!1 andg5 f 0t0

2/r 0@1.

4. Let g!1. Let us examineF2 for ur12r2u!r 0. For this region of distances th
correlation function~2! of the force can be set equal to

^f~r1 ,t1!•f~r2 ,t2!&5 f 0
2KS t12t2

t0
,0D . ~9!

Let us apply to the correlation function~9! the arguments leading to Eq.~7!. We note that
the use of Eq.~9! guarantees that distances in the rangeur12r2u!r 0 are studied, while
the limit l→1` ensures thatur12r2u@gr 0. Thus we find that forgr 0!ur12r2u!r 0 the
flow can be described by a homogeneous function lim

l→1`
F2

(21/3,l) and

^~v~r ,t !2v~0,t !!2&5C3~ f 0
2t0r !2/3 for gr 0!r !r 0 , ~10!

holds, i.e., the Kolmogorov–Obukhov law holds in this range of scales. The questio
the inviscid~but with finite dissipation! limit in the Euler equation and the formation o
the Kolmogorov spectrum in this case were examined in Ref. 1.

5. Let g @1. Let us studyF2 for ur12r2u! f 0t0
2. In this region of scales the

correlation function~2! of the force can be rewritten as

^f~r1 ,t1!•f~r2 ,t2!&5 f 0
2KS 0,

r12r2

r 0
D , ~11!
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since according to Eq.~8! the characteristic value of the velocity of the Lagrangi
particles of the fluid is not less than (f 0r 0)1/2 and a Lagrangian particle traverses in a tim
of the order oft0 a distance of the order ofg1/2r 0.

Arguments similar to those presented in the preceding section show that fr 0

!ur12r2u!gr 0 the homogeneous function lim
l→1`

F2
(21/4,l) can be used to describe tu

bulent fluid flow, and in addition

^v~r ,t !•v~0,t !&5C4S f 0
2r 0

3

r D 1/2

and r 0!r !gr 0 . ~12!

Therefore the structure of turbulent flow in the region of spatial scales fromr 0 to f 0t0
2 is

determined by the value of the parameterg5 f 0t0
2/r 0.

6. We shall now take account of the existence of a finite viscosityn in the problem,
i.e., the existence of another characteristic scale — the viscous length. We shall sho
the energy dissipated per unit time and per unit mass~the specific dissipation ratee) is
determined by a new dimensionless parameter

G5g4/3Re, ~13!

where Re5r 0( f 0
2r 0t0)1/3/n for g!1 and Re5r 0( f 0r 0)1/2/n for g@1. We shall examine

in detail three different cases that can arise in turbulent flows (Re@1).

7. According to Eqs.~8! and ~10!, for g!1 andG!1 the viscous length exceed
f 0t0

2, i.e., the Kolmogorov spectrum adjoins the viscous range. The specific dissip
ratee in this case, estimated as the viscous losses on scales of the order of the v
length, is

e; f 0
2t0 , ~14!

i.e., it does not depend on the viscosity~compare with Eq.~10!!.

8. Once again letg!1 but nowG@1. Then it follows from Eqs.~8! and ~10! that
f 0t0

2 is substantially greater than the viscous length, i.e., the Kolmogorov spectru
separated from the viscous range by the spectrum~8!. The specific dissipation rate ca
then be estimated as

e;n1/3f 0
4/3, ~15!

i.e., it is approximately Re1/3 times smaller than the energy flux along the Kolmogor
segment of the spectrum.

To understand the physical meaning of expression~15!, we note that the externa
force f(r ,t) interacts most effectively with fluid pulsations which either have a ‘‘re
nant’’ wave numberk;1/r 0 or a ‘‘resonant’’ frequencyv;1/t0 (k;1/f 0t0

2). According
to Eqs.~14! and ~15!, the pulsations which are in ‘‘spatial resonance’’ with an exter
force are excited efficiently~they are ‘‘in phase’’ with the external force and the latt
‘‘pumps’’ them efficiently!. On the Kolmogorov segment of the spectrum energy flow
modes which are in ‘‘temporal resonance’’ and ‘‘oscillate’’ in ‘‘antiphase’’ with th
external force, i.e., the external force ‘‘quenches’’ oscillations withk;1/f 0t0

2 and ‘‘takes
energy’’ from these modes. Therefore the external force can be said to act simultan
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as a source of energy and a ‘‘sink’’ for energy. Therefore, forg!1 andG@1 dissipation
is ‘‘switched off’’ in the fluid. This could be important in the theory of flapping flight a
critical Reynolds numbers.

From the practical standpoint it is important that the decrease of resistance~the
critical Reynolds number! associated with the ‘‘switching off’’ of viscous dissipatio
according to Eq.~15!, even arises as the source intensity increases, i.e., without
additional requirements on the change of the structure of the boundary.

9. For g@1 the quantityG always satisfies the inequalityG@1. It is easy to show
that in this case the specific dissipation rate is determined by expression~15!.

10. Taking account of the scaling~8! in the ‘‘switching off’’ of dissipation in a
turbulent fluid, we shall now determine the integral of motion with which this scaling
be associated, i.e., we shall indicate for an ideal fluid the conserved quantity w
density has the same units asf 0. This quantity is the helicityG5*v•curlv d3r . Therefore
the formation of Eq.~8! and the switching off of dissipation could be due to helic
fluctuations near the viscous range~the so-calledI invariant7!.

We are deeply grateful to S. I. Anisimov and E´ . I. Yurchenko for their interest in this
work and for a helpful discussion.
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Spectrum of polariton excitations of a two-dimensional
electron plasma in a magnetic field

V. V. Popov,a) T. V. Teperik, and G. M. Tsymbalov
Saratov Branch of the Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics,
Russian Academy of Sciences, 410019 Saratov, Russia

~Submitted 21 May 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 3, 200–204~10 August 1998!

Polariton excitations associated with magnetoplasma and cyclotron os-
cillations in a two-dimensional~2D! electron plasma are studied. In
contrast to previous works by other authors, it is concluded that there
exists a low-frequency nontransmission band in the spectrum of 2D
surface magnetoplasma polaritons. Radiative polariton excitations as-
sociated with nonuniform cyclotron oscillations of electrons in a 2D
system are investigated. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00815-9#

PACS numbers: 73.50.Jt, 52.40.Db

The term ‘‘polariton’’ ordinarily refers to an electromagnetic wave whose spect
is due to the interaction of an electromagnetic field with a characteristic eleme
excitation of the system.1 In the present letter we study polaritons associated with pla
and cyclotron oscillations in a uniform two-dimensional~2D! electron layer in an externa
magnetic fieldH0 perpendicular to the plane of the layer. The spectrum of characte
oscillations of such a system if one does not take into account the interaction o
oscillations with transverse electromagnetic fields~electrodynamic retardation effects! is
well known ~see, for example, Ref. 2! and consists of a uniform cyclotron motion o
electrons with frequency

v5vc5ueuH0 /m* c ~1!

and nonuniform 2D magnetoplasma oscillations at frequency

v5~vp
21vc

2!1/2, ~2!

where

vp5F 4pe2Nsk

m* ~«11«2!
G 1/2

is the frequency of plasma oscillations in a zero magnetic field,k is the modulus of the
two-dimensional wave vector in the plane of the 2D system,e andm* are, respectively,
the electron charge and effective mass, and«1 and«2 are the permittivities of the media
at whose flat interface the 2D electron layer is located. It follows from Eqs.~1! and ~2!
2100021-3640/98/68(3)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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that characteristic oscillations with frequencies below the cyclotron frequencyvc do not
exist in a 2D plasma. In other words, The spectrum of magnetoplasma oscillation~2!
contains a gap at low frequencies 0,v,vc .

In Refs. 3 and 4 it was shown that in the system under study magnetopl
polariton excitations arise at frequencies below the cyclotron frequency when elect
namic retardation effects are taken into account. The dispersion curves of 2D ma
plasma polaritons lie to the right of the straight linev5ck/A«1 («1>«2). This signifies
that 2D magnetoplasma polaritons are essentially nonradiating surface electroma
waves. In the region of large values of the wave numbers the dispersion of 2D m
toplasma polaritons can be described to a high degree of accuracy by Eq.~2!, obtained in
the electrostatic approximation. The dispersion curves presented in Refs. 3~for the case
«15«2) and 4 ~for «1Þ«2) arrive at the pointv50 ask→0. At the same time, the
results of the calculations performed in Ref. 5 attest to the presence of a low-freq
gap in the spectrum of magnetoplasma oscillations at the surface of an ionic crysta
a 2D electron layer. Unfortunately, the final formulas obtained in Ref. 5 do not pe
passing to the limiting case of frequency-independent permittivity. This creates th
pression that the low-frequency gap in the spectrum of 2D magnetoplasma pola
arises only as a result of the fact that in Ref. 5 the frequency dependence of the dy
permittivity of the ionic crystal is taken into account. Actually, as will be shown bel
a low-frequency gap is also present in the spectrum for«1,25const, if «1Þ«2 and vc

Þ0.

In contrast to magnetoplasma oscillations, uniform cyclotron motion of electron
the plane of a 2D system must be accompanied by electromagnetic radiation fro
cyclotron currents into the surrounding media. The complex frequency of a uniformk
50) cyclotron oscillation, taking account of radiation damping was calculated in Re
In the present letter we investigate nonuniform radiating cyclotron oscillations~radiating
polaritons!. These oscillations can be described only on the basis of an electrodyn
approach.

We shall assume that the 2D electron layer lies in the planez50 at the interface of
two media with permittivities«1 and«2. The z axis is directed along the external ma
netic field into the medium 2. We choose the spatiotemporal dependence of the fie
the media to be of the form exp(2ivt1ikx6a1,2z), where the upper and lower signs
front of the transverse wave numbersa1,2 refer, respectively, to media 1 and 2. The fiel
are assumed to be uniform in they direction.

The dispersion relation describing polariton excitations in our structure is obta
by solving Maxwell’s equations in the media 1 and 2 with boundary conditions in
planez50, which take account of the response of the magnetoactive 2D electron pla
Since the procedure for obtaining the dispersion relation is quite standard, we im
ately give the final result:

a2

a1
~12Z1s1!1

a1«2

a2«1
~11Z2s1!1

«2

«1
@~11Z2s1!~12Z1s1!2Z1Z2s2

2#1150,

~3!

where
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a1,256Ak22S v

c D 2

«1,2, Z15 i
4pv

a2c2
, Z25 i

4pa2

v«2
. ~4!

The componentss1,2 of the conductivity tensor of an electron plasma in a magn
field are determined in the local approximation~the Drude model! by the expressions

s15
e2Ns

m*

~12 ivt!t

~vct!21~12 ivt!2
; s25

e2Ns

m*

vct
2

~vct!21~12 ivt!2
,

where t is the phenomenological momentum relaxation time of electrons in the
electron layer. We note that the dispersion relations obtained in Refs. 3–5 can be p
the form ~3!. However, to investigate the solutionsv(k) of the system~3! and ~4! the
choice of the signs in front of the radicals in the expressions for the transverse
numbersa1,2, which is made on the basis of physical considerations, is important. A
same time, this question was essentially not discussed in Refs. 3–5.

Neglecting electron scattering (t→`), the dispersion relation~3! can be put into the
form

S v22
h0a1a2

a1«21a2«1
D S 11

h0

~a11a2!c2D 2vc
250, ~5!

whereh054pNse
2/m* .

Let us consider first the surface magnetoplasma polaritons by investigating Eq~4!
and~5!. In this case the real solutionsv(k) are sought. The transverse wave numbersa1,2

must be real and positive, which corresponds to the field of the wave decaying away
the 2D electron layer in both media and absence of electromagnetic radiation in a
tion transverse to the plane of the 2D electron layer. It is obvious that these cond
hold only if k.vA«1/c and if the positive signs are chosen in front of the radicals
Eqs.~4! ~for definiteness, we take«1>«2). Hence it follows that for any positive wav
numberk the frequency of the surface wave, determined as the root of Eq.~5!, lies in the
segment 0<v<v1, where v15ck/A«1. If this root exists~and is unique!, then the
left-hand side of Eq.~5!, ~which we denote byf (k,v)) should have different signs fo
v50 andv5v1. From Eq.~5! it follows, taking account of the expressions chosen
a1,2, that

f ~k,0!52Fvc
21

h0k

«11«2
S 11

h0

2kc2
2D G,0

for any k>0. At the same time,

f ~k,v1!5Fk2c2

«1
S 11

h0

c2k
A «1

«12«2
D 2vc

2G.0

only in the regionk0<k,`, where

k05
1

2FAa21
4vc

2«1

c2
2aG , a5

h0

c2
A «1

«12«2
. ~6!
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For k5k0 the root of Eq.~5! v5v05ck0 /A«1 and, as follows from expression~4!,
a150.

Figure 1 displays a plot of the dispersion curve obtained for 2D surface mag
plasma polaritons~curve1! by solving Eq.~5! numerically by the method of dividing the
segment@0,v1# in half. We note that the systematic application of the procedure
halving the segment makes it possible to conclude that the root of Eq.~5! with a1,2.0 is
unique. The dispersion curve1 terminates at the point (k0 ,v0), touching the straight line
v5kc/A«1. It follows from Eq. ~6! that k050 ~and therefore alsov050) only if vc

50 or «15«2 ( lim
«1→«2

k050). The conditionv0,vc holds for any values ofvc and«1,2.

Curves ofv0 versus the magnetic field for different values of«1 and«251 are presented
in Fig. 2.

We note that a real solution of the dispersion relation~5! can be formally obtained
also in the region of wave numbers 0,k,k0 ~curve2 in Fig. 1!. However, this solution
is obtained only if the minus sign is chosen in front of the radical in Eq.~4! for a1. It is
obvious that such a solution is physically meaningless, since it corresponds to ‘‘ps
surface’’ waves whose field grows exponentially in the medium 1 away from the
electron layer. It is possible that in Ref. 4 this solution was also adopted as a continu
of the dispersion branch of surface waves, which led the author to the erroneous c
sion that there is no low-frequency gap in the spectrum of 2D magnetoplasma pola

Let us now study radiating polaritons, associated with cyclotron oscillations of e
trons in the 2D system. The dispersion curves for these polaritons~curves3 and4 in Fig.
1! are obtained by switching to complex frequenciesv→ṽ, whereṽ5v1 ig in Eqs.~4!
and ~5! and taking the minus signs in front of the radicals in Eq.~4!. The dispersion
curves v(k) of the cyclotron polaritons lie essentially completely in the regionv
.kc/A«1. The imaginary part of the frequencyg is the radiation damping constant of th

FIG. 1. Dispersion curves of 2D magnetoplasma and cyclotron polaritons:1 — Surface magnetoplasma po
laritons; 2 — ‘‘pseudosurface’’ polaritons;3,4 — cyclotron polaritons;Ns , cm22:1012 ~1,2,3!; 1010 ~4!.
m* 50.07m0, wherem0 — mass of a free electron. Thin solid lines:v5kc/A«1,2 («1512.8;«251).
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oscillations. For radiating polaritonsa1,2 are complex quantities. Here Rea1,2,0, which
corresponds to the amplitudes of the electromagnetic field in both media increasing
from the 2D electron layer, while the signs of the imaginary parts ofa1 and a2

(Im a1,2,0) correspond to outgoing electromagnetic waves from the 2D electron lay
media 1 and 2. Such an amplitude–phase pattern of the field is characteristic for c
teristic radiating oscillations in open electrodynamic systems.7 The high amplitude of the
electromagnetic field at points located farther away from a plasma layer arises beca
the fact that the radiation field arriving at these points at a given moment in time is
to radiative decay of oscillations in the 2D system at earlier times, when the amplitu
these oscillations was larger.

One can see from Fig. 1 that radiation damping of the cyclotron polaritons incre
practically as the surface electron density. As the density increases, the dispersion
v(k) of cyclotron polaritons penetrates farther into the regionk.vA«1/c. For small
values ofNs a minimum of the radiation damping arises for a value of the wave num
corresponding to the point of intersection of the dispersion curvev(k) of a cyclotron
polariton and the straight linev5ck/A«2 characterizing the dispersion of an unifor
plane wave in the medium 2. The lower the surface electron density, the deep
minimum is. The physical reason for the appearance of a minimum of the radi
damping is as follows. At low electron density the radiation damping is much lower
the characteristic frequency of the oscillations. It follows from expression~4! that in this
case Rea2!Im a2, i.e., the field in medium 2 is an almost uniform plane wave, emit
at an angle2tan21(Im a2 /k) with respect to the plane of the 2D system. Forv
5ck/A«2 we obtain, taking account of the relation~4!, tan21(Im a2 /k).0, which cor-
responds to the emission of a wave along the axis of dipoles which are formed as a
of the nonuniform oscillations of electrons in the plane of the 2D system. It is obv

FIG. 2. Limiting frequencyv0 versus the magnetic fieldvc(H0) with «251 and«1: 3.8 ~curve1! and 12.8
~curve2!. Dashed line:v05vc .
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that in this case the intensity of the electromagnetic radiation decreases~it is proportional
to the radiation damping of the characteristic oscillations!.

In the terminology introduced in Ref. 8, the radiating cyclotron oscillations can
classified as virtual polaritons. These excitations cannot exist in the system for a
ciently long time, since they are subjected to radiative decay, but they can be obser
the form of absorption resonances in the transmission spectrum of an external e
magnetic wave passing through a 2D electron layer. In this case, oblique incidenc
wave must be used in order to excite nonuniform cyclotron oscillations.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project
code 96-02-19211!.
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Size effect in the resistance of narrow superconducting
BSCCO „2212… whiskers near the
Berezinski ¢–Kosterlitz–Thouless transition

I. G. Gorlova,a) S. G. Zybtsev, A. M. Nikitina, and V. Ya. Pokrovski 
Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences,
103907 Moscow, Russia

V. N. Timofeev
A. A. Ba�kov Institute of Metallurgy, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117911 Moscow,
Russia

S. Aukkaravittayapunb)

Department of Physics, University of Nottingham, Nottingham NG7 2RD, UK

~Submitted 29 June 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 3, 205–210~10 August 1998!

The temperature dependence of the resistance and the current–voltage
characteristics are measured for Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox whiskers of different
width, including whiskers possessing a width step. As the width de-
creases, the resistivity of the whiskers below the Berezinski�–
Kosterlitz–Thouless transition temperature increases, while above the
transition it decreases. This effect is explained by two-dimensional vor-
tices leaving the sample through its edge and confirms the existence of
vortex pairs in layered high-Tc superconductors. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00915-3#

PACS numbers: 74.72.Hs, 74.25.Fy

A Berezinski�–Kosterlitz–Thouless~BKT! type of transition is observed in the mo
highly anisotropic high-Tc superconducting compounds~HTSCs! — Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox and
Tl2Sr2CaCu2Ox ~see Ref. 1!. The transition occurs at a temperatureTC which is 2–3 K
lower than the Ginzburg–Landau superconducting transition temperatureTC0.2,3 For
TC,T,TC0 free two-dimensional magnetic vortices arise in the superconducting la
which causes the samples to have a finite resistance. BelowTC vortex–antivortex pairs
arise in fluctuation processes. A nonzero electric currentI can result in breaking of the
pairs and the appearance of free vortices. If a pair reaches a critical sizer 0, which
depends on the current and temperature, as a result of a thermal fluctuation, then
ciation of the vortices occurs. At zero current the binding energy of a pair in the B
model is proportional to the logarithm of the distance between the vortices, i.e., the
pair breaking is impossible, and asI→0 the resistance also tends to zero. However,
situation changes if the finite dimensions of the sample are taken into account. If th
of a vortex–antivortex pair reaches the width of the sample, one vortex will leave
2160021-3640/98/68(3)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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sample, while the other will become free, and its dissipative motion under the influ
of the current gives rise to a resistance. Such a process was studied theoretically
4, where it was shown that the finite resistance

R54p3/2R0@G~11a/2!/G~1/21a/2!#~pj/w!a, ~1!

wherew is the width of the sample,R0 is the normal-state resistance,j(T) is the coher-
ence length, anda52(TC02T)/(TC02TC), is observed in sufficiently narrow sample
below TC . At the same time, additional barriers at the boundaries of the sample, w
prevent the vortices from escaping,5 can lead to the opposite effect also — a sharper drop
of the resistance and a finite critical current in narrow samples. We note that an inc
in the critical current with a decrease of the cross section of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox whiskers has
been observed at liquid-helium temperatures.6

Our work is devoted to searching for and investigating the dependence of the
ducting properties of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox crystals near the superconducting transition on th
width. We chose filamentary single crystals~whiskers! as the object of investigation. Th
whiskers were grown, by the method described in Ref. 6, from a quenched cha
temperature 855 °C in an oxygen flow in powders of ultrapure oxides Bi2O3 ~99.999%!,
SrCO3 ~99.999%!, CaCO3 ~99.999%!, and CuO~99.99%!, mixed in the ratio Bi:Sr:Ca:Cu
5 1.5:1:1:2. The width of the whiskers grown varies over wide limits, while the narr
est whiskers have a width of about 1mm, which, according to relation~1!, could be
sufficient for observing excess resistance.

We investigated the temperature dependences of the resistance of 14 single
whiskers of width 1–10mm. Comparing the forms of the transitions in these samp
showed that, as a rule, the resistance belowTC0 drops more slowly in the narrowes
whiskers (w,3 mm!. However, the variance inTC0 and the small variations in the form
of the dependenceR(T) aboveTC0 as well as individual structural defects in the samp
did not permit reaching an unequivocal conclusion. To determine the effect of the
ker width on the form of the superconducting transition it was necessary to com
whiskers having identical compositions and structure but different widths. We noted
some of the whiskers grown have a width step of constant thickness~Fig. 1!. Investiga-
tion of four such samples in a transmission electron microscope showed that the
single crystals, and the crystallographic orientation is identical on both sides of a
~Fig. 1b!. A defect is usually observed near a step~a dislocation in the sample presente
in Fig. 1b!, but the defect structure does not differ much in the wide and narrow par
a sample. For this reason, as will become clear below, comparing the conducting
erties of such samples on different sides of a step made it possible to observe the
ences due to the whisker width.

We investigated three samples with a width step. All dimensions of these sam
were determined after measurements with a scanning electron microscope~SEM!. All
three samples were about 0.15mm thick. Five silver contacts were deposited on ea
sample. Four-probe measurements of the conducting properties of sectors 2–3 an
on different sides of the step were performed on these samples~see Fig. 1a!. Contact No.
3 covered the region of the step. The sectors were 70–120mm long. To measureR(T) an
ac current was passed through the contacts 1–5, and the voltages between the
pairs 2–3 and 3–4 were measured simultaneously with two synchronous detector
tually identical temperature dependences of the resistivityR(T) were observed above
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TC0, but belowTC the resistivity was observed to drop off more slowly in narrow sect
Figure 2a displays the temperature dependences of the resistance for two sec
sample No. 1:R23[RW andR345RN . The resistanceRW of the wide sector is multiplied
by 2.65, which corresponds to the width ratio of the samplesw23/w34:w2354.3mm and
w3451.6mm. As one can see from the figure, the dependences are identical i
interval from room temperature almost up toTC0. The temperatureTC0'77 K for both
sectors can be estimated from the maximum ofdR/dT. However, below the transition in
a narrow part of the sample the resistance is observed to drop off more slowly. T
clearly seen in Fig. 2b, where the same dependencesR(T) are presented on a semilog
rithmic scale in the region of the dropoff of the resistances. One can see that the d
dences are qualitatively different: In the wide sector a critical dropoff of the resist
RW}exp@2C/(T2TC0)

1/2#, characteristic for a BKT transition~with TC'73.4 K, dashed

FIG. 1. a! SEM photograph of the arrangement of sample No. 1 with a width step. The numbers 1–5 des
contact strips. b! Light-field photomicrograph of one of the samples near a width step in the reflection~020!.
The diffraction patterns of the corresponding parts of the sample are presented on the left- and right-han
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curve in Fig. 2b! is observed, whereas in the narrow sector the resistance drops off
slowly. The solid line in Fig. 2b shows the approximation ofRN(T) by expression~1!.
The quantityR0 in Eq. ~1! was obtained by using an approximate Bardeen–Stefan
tion R;R0j2nf , wherenf is the density of free vortices. In order of magnitude,R0

equals the normal-state resistance.

The temperature dependencesR(T) in the wide and narrow sectors of the samp
No. 2 (w2354.4mm, w3452.6mm) and No. 3 (w23514mm, w3453.9mm) showed a
similar correspondence. The coherence lengthj(0) can be estimated by comparin
RN(T) with relation ~1! varying TC0 , TC , and RN over reasonable limits. In all thre
samples the values ofj(0) agree in an order of magnitude with the data available
BSCCO (j(0);50 Å!. ThereforeR(T) in narrow samples deviates from the depende
characteristic for a BKT transition, and the dropoff ofR(T) is described well by relation
~1!.

We note that aboveTC the screening of vortex pairs by free vortices must be ta
into account. Indeed, atT5TC it follows from Eq. ~1!, taking account of the Bardeen
Stefan ratio, thatAnf;1/w, i.e., the distance between the vortices is of the order of
width of the sample, and relation~1! is no longer applicable. As one can see from Fig. 2
somewhat aboveTC the curvesR(T)3w for the narrow and wide sectors intersect, a
subsequently the resistance of the narrow sector is less than that of the wide secto
same thing is observed in samples Nos. 2 and 3. We note that relation~1! explains only
the growth of the resistivity with decreasingw. We assume that the decrease inR for
TC0,T,TC can be explained qualitatively by the fact that the sample edges provid
additional possibility not only for breaking of vortex pairs but also for escape of
vortices. The equilibrium value ofnf , which for TC0,T,TC is established by pair
generation and recombination processes, can decrease as a result of an outflow
the edges, and in consequence the resistivity of the narrow sample is lower than
the wide sample.

The ratio ofRN andRW also remains the same at temperatures several degrees

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the resistance of the wide and narrow sectors of sample No. 1:! on a
linear scale, b! on a semilogarithmic scale nearT5TC0. The dashed curve represents the dependenceRW

51.23103 V•exp@26.2(T273.4 K)21/2#. The solid line represent Eq.~1! with j(0)585 Å, TC0576.5 K,
TC573.4 K, j(T)50.74j(0)/(12T/TC0)1/2.
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TC0. A similar effect~lower excess conductivity in wide samples! was noted in Ref. 6,
but it was shown later7 that it is due predominately to the presence of defects: twin
polycrystalline layer on the surface. In our case the effect is an order of magn
weaker than in Ref. 6, and it is observed in a narrower temperature range: AsT increases
above 90 K,R34 andR23 are virtually identical, in contrast to the results of Ref. 6.

A characteristic feature of the BKT transition belowTC is the power-law characte
of the current–voltage characteristics~IVCs!, R}I a, and the dependence of the expone
a(T) with a jump froma52 to a50 atT5TC ~Nelson–Kosterlitz jump!.2 The existence
of a resistance tail in narrow samples signifies that in these samples, for sufficientl
currents, the IVCs are of an Ohmic character, i.e., the derivatived log(R)/d log(I) remains
equal to zero belowTC also. As current increases, the critical pair sizer 0(I ) decreases.
When the current density reaches

j 0;pckT/F0dw ~2!

(d is the thickness of the two-dimensional layer,c is the speed of light,F0 is the
magnetic flux quantum, andk is Boltzmann’s constant!, r 0 becomes equal tow. As the
current increases further, the sample width no longer influences pair breaking.6 For
samples Nos. 1 and 2, Eq.~2! gives j 05105 and 63104 A/cm2, respectively. Indeed, a
these currents we observed a deviation of the IVC from Ohm’s law. We were not ab
perform measurements of the IVCs on these samples at sufficiently high current
among the experimental samples we were able to find a pair of whiskers, wide
narrow, where the IVCs have a power-law character and the influence of the width o
character of the IVCs is evident.

Figure 3 shows the IVCs of two samples — 10mm wide ~Fig. 3a! and 1.5mm wide
~Fig. 3b! — at different temperatures. From the maximum ofdR/dT, the values ofTC0

equal 79 K and 78 K, respectively. The dropoff ofR(T) in the narrow sample can b
described by relation~1! with j(0)'50 Å. In both samples the IVCs are described w
by a power-law function. In the narrow sample, the transition to linear IVCs occu
currents;1026 A in the rangeT'70.2270.6 K, which is 7–8 K lower thanTC0,

FIG. 3. IVCs of whiskers: a! of width 10 mm at temperatures:1 – 82.51 K,2 – 79.75 K,3 – 76.77 K,4 –
75.94 K,5 – 75.84 K,6 – 75.69 K,7 – 75.6 K,8 – 75.5 K,9 – 75.4 K,10 – 75.31 K,11 – 75.23 K,12 –
75.03 K,13 – 74.87 K,14 – 74.85 K,15 – 74.71 K,16 – 74.5 K,17 – 74.34 K,18 – 72.16 K,19 – 71.71
K, 20 – 71.2 K,21 – 70.36 K,22 – 70.05 K; b! of width 1.5mm at temperatures:1 – 84.95 K,2 – 78.5 K,
3 – 75.2 K,4 –74.1 K,5 – 73.5 K,6 – 72.7 K,7 – 71.8 K, 8 – 71.2 K,9 – 70.6 K,10 – 70.34 K,11 – 70.33
K, 12 – 70.25 K,13 – 70.18 K,14 – 70.15 K,15 – 71.06 K,16 – 70.01 K,17 – 69.8 K,18 – 69.67 K,19
– 69.44 K.
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i.e., in the temperature range obviously belowTC , which in BSCCO should be 2–3 K
below TC0.2 The corresponding quantityj 0;10324 A/cm2 is close to the estimate~2!.

The curvesd log(R)/d log(I) versusT, obtained from the IVCs~Fig. 3!, are displayed
in Fig. 4. In the wide sample, the dependence is characteristic for a BKT transition
a somewhat broadened Nelson–Kosterlitz jump atTC'75.7 K. In the narrow sample, th
exponent grows much more sharply, and at low temperatures its value approach
value obtained in the wide sample. This indicates that at low temperatures and
currents the width of the sample does not influence pair breaking.

In summary, the dependenceR(T), just as the character of the IVCs in the mo
perfect samples, agrees with the theory of Ref. 4.

We note that the columnar defects~CDs! produced in BSCCO whiskers by irradia
tion with heavy ions8 also lead to changes in the dependencesR(T) that are similar to
those described above: In the irradiated sectors a smoother~exponential! dropoff of the
resistance was observed belowTC , while aboveTC , conversely, the resistance wa
lower than in the unirradiated samples. The sample with CDs can be represente
network of narrow samples which are interconnected with one another in a compli
manner. The characteristic width of such samples equals approximately the avera
tances between the CDs — about 0.2mm.8 Substitutingw50.2mm into Eq. ~1! satis-
factorily describes the dependenceR(T) observed in Ref. 8 belowTC0. Therefore the
effect of CDs probably reduces to the size effect, to which the present paper is de

The observation of a size effect in samples of the order of several microns
attests to the presence of vortex–antivortex pairs in them, since the characteristic
of other possible excitations in high-Tc superconductors is incomparably shorter.

We thank P. J. King for encouragement and assistance in the measurements
IVCs on the unique high-sensitivity apparatus at Nottingham University, S. V. Za�tsev-
Zotov for automating the measurements, A. B. Ormont for investigating the sample
SEM, and S. N. Artemenko and A. E. Koshelev for a helpful discussion. This work
performed as part of the State program ‘‘Topical Problems in Condensed-Matter

FIG. 4. Average value ofd log(R)/d log(I) as a function ofT for the samples presented in Figs. 3a,b: * —w
510 mm ~averaged withV51026–1027 V!; s — w51.5 mm ~averaged withV51026–1028 V!.
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High-temperature superconductors as heterostructures

V. V. Kapaev and Yu. V. Kopaeva)

P. N. Lebedev Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Ru

~Submitted 29 June 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 3, 211–216~10 August 1998!

The wave-function envelope method is used to describe the electronic
states of the cuprate high-Tc superconductors~HTSCs!. In this method
the 2D electronic states of the CuO2 layers of a unit cell play the role of
quantum wells, while the 2D states of the reservoir play the role of
quantum barriers. Because of the different anisotropy of the 2D effec-
tive masses of the wells and barriers, some states on the Fermi surface
~line! belong to CuO2 layers and some states belong to the reservoir
layers. This behavior of the electronic states explains characteristic fea-
tures of HTSCs, such as the existence of regions on the Fermi surface
with strongly different relaxation times, the weak suppression ofd-type
superconducting pairing by nonmagnetic scattering, and the coinci-
dence of the angular dependence of the superconducting order param-
eter and the angular dependence of the electronic density of states
~forward scattering predominating!. The change in the signs of the
components of the effective masses along the Fermi surface can result
in the formation of hole pairs~biholes! or electron pairs~bielectrons! on
account of the Coulomb interaction in the case of a negative reduced
mass of the pairs. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01015-9#

PACS numbers: 74.76.Bz, 74.25.Jb

The wave-function envelope method is widely used to describe the electronic
of semiconductor heterostructures, e.g., quantum wells and systems consisting of
tum wells. In this method the wave function in each layer of a heterostructure is expa
in the electron wave functions of the corresponding layer, and the Schro¨dinger equation,
with the the effective mass of the corresponding layer appearing in the kinetic en
operator and the role of the potential energy being played by the difference in the
persion relations of the longitudinal~along the layers! motion of the electrons in the
materials of the neighboring layers, is solved for the expansion coefficients~the enve-
lope!, which depend on the coordinate along the direction normal to the layers.
method gives good quantitative agreement with experiment, even in the case of ve
~several atomic layers! quantum wells and barriers.

This is certainly the main method for describing artificial heterostructures base
high-temperature superconductors~HTSCs!.1 However, a HTSC itself can be treated as
heterostructure.1 The point is that according to the generally held point of view conce
ing cuprate HTSCs the conductivity and superconductivity in these materials are
2230021-3640/98/68(3)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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mined by the properties of the individual CuO2 layers~LaSrCuO!, CuO2 bilayers sepa-
rated by a layer of Y atoms~YBaCuO!, and triple CuO2 layers separated by layers of C
atoms~BiSrCaCuO!. Thus these layers play the role of quantum wells. The corresp
ing LaO, BaO, and BiO layers, however, play the role of reservoirs~barriers!, on doping
which, for example, with strontium atoms in LaSrCuO and oxygen atoms in YBaCu
BiSrCaCuO, the carriers~holes! enter the CuO2 layers. A similar situation occurs in
semiconductor heterostructures when the barriers are doped.

The envelope method is quite well substantiated for HTSCs with three or m
CuO2 layers~five or more atomic layers! per unit cell, though qualitatively~and possibly
quantitatively also! the main results of the present work will also hold for one and t
CuO2 layers. If instead of the envelope method one employs band caluclations to
into account the carrier hops between the CuO2 and reservoir layers, not only do techn
cal difficulties arise on account of the large unit cell but there are also questions rais
the fact that the coherence length in the direction of thec axis, perpendicular to the
layers, is less than the size of the unit cell in this direction. A more serious objectio
such an approach is that electron–electron correlations, leading to antiferromagne
dering, play the main role in the CuO2 layers. In the envelope method these correla
states can be chosen instead of Bloch band states~as is done below!. As a first approxi-
mation to the envelope method, we call attention to Ref. 2, where hybridization o
dispersion relations obtained for isolated layers is taken into account in the tunn
Hamiltonian method.

In what follows, the dispersion relation for systems with two and three CuO2 layers
per unit cell is chosen to be the same as for systems with one CuO2 layer. This is
justified, first, by the fact that the hopping integral between CuO2 layers separated by
layer of Y or Ca atoms, for example, is itself less than the hopping integrals betwee
nearest neighbors in a CuO2 layer; second, taking account of the electron–electron c
relations in a CuO2 layer results in sharp suppression of the hopping integral betw
neighboring layers, and the spectrum of renormalized quasiparticles of a mu
CuO2-layer structure reduces to the analogous spectrum of Bloch carriers for an iso
layer.3

A distinguishing feature of the crystal structure of cuprate HTSCs is that the
ping integrals between the nearest neighbors in the CuO2 layers occur along the edges o
a square, while in the reservoir layers they occur along the diagonals. For this reaso
constant-energy contours near the corresponding half-fillings are squares turned r
to one another by 45 degrees. The dispersion relations in the CuO2 layer («w) and in a
reservoir layer («b) can be represented in the nearest-neighbor approximation as

«w~k!5
Dw

4
@22cos~kxa!2cos~kya!#,

«b~k!5U01
Db

2
@12cos~kxa!cos~kya!#,

wherek5(kx ,ky) is the wave vector in the plane of the layers,Dw,b are the widths of the
bands in a CuO2 layer ~well! and in a reservoir layer~barrier!, respectively, andU0 is the
barrier height atk50. There is thus a large difference in the anisotropic effective ma
for the CuO2 and reservoir layers. For this reason, for a small differenceU0 in the
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positions of the corresponding bands atk50 ~which is treated below as an adjustab
parameter whose magnitude depends strongly not only on the difference of the a
levels of the layers but also on the difference of the electron–electron correlatio
these layers!, the potential energy, which is proportional to the difference in the kin
energies along the layers, can change sign along a constant-energy contour. As a
near half-filling some states at the Fermi surface will correspond to states predomin
localized in a CuO2 layer, while some states will be localized in the reservoir reg
~transformation of states!. This qualitative result does not depend on the method use
describe such states. The difference in the anisotropy of the effective masses of di
layers also remains when the hops to non-nearest neighbors are taken into accou
semiconductor heterostructures this result was obtained in Ref. 4. Since for cu
HTSCs the possibility of both coherent and incoherent motion along thec axis is being
discussed,5 we shall examine both cases separately.

For the incoherent case, when electron–electron correlations are neglected~as is
valid for overdoped systems!, for finding the constant-energy contours it is sufficient
solve the problem of the spatial quantization levels in an individual well of widthh. On
account of the difference of the anisotropies of«w and«b , the reservoir layer starts to
play the role of a well at certain values ofk. The thick lines in Fig. 1 show the contour
of such a transformation: At the corners of the Brillouin zone, which are bounde
these contours, the states belong to the reservoir layer and away from the corne
belong to the CuO2 layer. Curves1–7 are constant-energy lines. As one can see from
figure, in the region near half-filling (E'0.5Dw), part of the constant-energy contou
corresponds to states localized in the CuO2 layer and part corresponds to states localiz
in the reservoir. The form of the contours is virtually independent ofU0 , Dw , andDb ,
i.e., the conclusions drawn are of a quite general character. The dotted lines in
represent the contours of a change in the sign of the effective-mass componentsmx and
my ~lines 8 and9, respectively!: 1/mx,y5\22]2E/]kx,y

2 . Thus, the effective-mass com
ponents can have different signs on different sections of a constant-energy contou

FIG. 1. Constant-energy contours~1–7! and contours of a change in sign of the effective mass (mx — 8, my —
9! for the incoherent case neglecting electron–electron correlations forhw5hb55.8 Å, U050.5 eV,Dw52 eV,
Db51 eV; curves1–7 are forE/Dw50.10, 0.30, 0.50, 0.52, 0.55, 0.58, and 0.62.
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this reason, hole pairs~bihole! in the case of hole doping or electron pairs~bielectron! in
the case of electron doping can form as a result of the Coulomb interaction. For thi
effective mass of a pair consisting of states with different signs of the masses sho
negative. The observed inverse hydrogenlike series in the optical spectra of BiI3 ~Ref. 6!
can be interpreted as a manifestation of such pairs formed from particles with diff
energies. In our case, however, the pairs are formed from states on the Fermi surfa
can belong to different layers. There exists a quite wide interval of values of the pa
eters of the system where as the temperature decreases, Bose condensation of su
occurs, leading to superconductivity.

The angular dependences of the quantity 1/v(k)5\/u¹kEu, proportional to the den-
sity of states, are shown in Fig. 2. As one can see from the figure, together wit
characteristic feature atu50 and 90° of the CuO2 layers at half-filling~van Hove sin-
gularities!, there appear additional maxima near the points of a transformation o
states. Such features lead to the formation of two maxima in the curve of the total d
of states versus the energy.

If the coherence length along thec axis is much longer than the period of th
structure, then minibands which characterize the motion along thec axis arise as a
function of the wave vectorkz . In this case, it is natural to choose as the criterion
finding carriers predominantly in a CuO2 layer or in the reservoir, the ratio of the prob
abilities in the well and barrier:h5Ww /Wb . The calculations show that the qualitativ
form of the constant-energy contours in this case is the same as in the incoherent

Figure 3 shows the contourE50.52Dw for kz50 ~the solid lines correspond toh
.1, the dashed lines correspond toh,1). The curves3 and 4 are constant-energy
contours of the higher size-quantization subbands. We note that similar contour~not
shown in Fig. 1!, corresponding to resonances in the continuous spectrum, are pres
the incoherent case considered above. On account of this, the electronic states o
have much shorter lifetimes than localized states.

The picture remains qualitatively the same if antiferromagnetic ordering in the C2

FIG. 2. Angular dependence of the density of states. The parameters are the same as in Figv0

5AU0/2p2mzw.
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layers, which occurs with underdoping, is switched on. In this case the wave func
and the dispersion relation of the correlated state in a CuO2 layer can be written in the
form

c5uck1vck1Q ,

«5
1

2 $«w~k!1«w~k1Q!6A@«w~k!2«w~k1Q!#214d% ,

whered is the dielectric gap andQ is the nesting vector. Figure 4 shows a family

FIG. 3. Constant-energy contours of a superlattice forE50.52Dw for kz50, curves1,2— first subband,3,4—
second and third size-quantization subbands. The parameters of the structure are the same as in Fig.

FIG. 4. Constant-energy contours taking account of the dielectric gap ford50.1 eV, Db50.5 eV, Q
5p/a(1.1); curves1–7 are forE/Dw50.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.42, 0.44, and 0.46; all other parameters ar
same as in Fig. 1.
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constant-energy contours for the incoherent case and the bottom subband~minus sign in
«). Just as in the absence of antiferromagnetic ordering, in a certain energy ra
transformation of the states on the constant-energy contour occurs~the solid lines corre-
spond to localization in a CuO2 layer, and the dotted lines correspond to localization
the reservoir layer!.

In the case of optimal doping, the long-range antiferromagnetic order is absen
short-range order remains considerable, and the behavior of carriers on the Fermi s
is qualitatively identical to the case of light doping~Fig. 4!.

The above-described character of hole states, where on a part of the Fermi s
carriers belong to one layer, while on the remaining part of the Fermi surface ca
belong to a different layer, makes it possible to understand a number of charact
features of HTSCs. Specifically, to explain the characteristic features of the frequ
and temperature dependences of the conductivity and Hall effect, two substantiall
ferent relaxation times are introduced phenomenologically on different sections o
Fermi surface.7 If these sections of the Fermi surface belong to different layers,
difference in the scattering intensities is natural.

Angle-resolved photoemission experiments in the normal and supercondu
phases show that the angular dependence of thed-type superconducting gap is identic
to that of the density of states in the normal phase. This is explained by the fact th
electron–electron interaction becomes weaker as the scattering angle increases
ward scattering predominates. Then the value of the gap at some point on the
surface will be determined only by states in some interval of angles near a given
~momentum decoupling!.8 In our opinion, this interval of angles is determined by t
region of the Fermi surface, belonging to a definite layer, since leaving this inte
corresponds to scattering from one layer into another, and scattering is small to the
that the overlap integrals of the wave functions between the CuO2 and reservoir states i
small.

The same effect explains the experimentally observed order-of-magnitude w
suppression ofd-type pairing by scattering by nonmagnetic impurities than expec
theoretically. If the zeros ofd-type superconducting gap lie on the part of the Fer
surface corresponding to the reservoir layer, then scattering from regions belong
CuO2 layers and having a large gap into the region of the zeros of the gap, which re
in depairing, will be strongly suppressed.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research an
Russian Interdisciplinary Science and Technology Program ‘‘Physics of Solid-S
Nanostructures.’’
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Tunneling investigations of single crystals of the single-
layer cuprate Bi 2Sr2CuOz in high magnetic fields

S. I. Vedeneev
P. N. Lebedev Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Ru

~Submitted 1 July 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 3, 217–222~10 August 1998!

The coexistence of a superconducting gap and a normal-state gap
~pseudogap! is observed in tunneling experiments with high-quality
single crystals of the single-layer cuprate Bi2Sr2CuOz . At temperatures
T,Tc the normal-state gap, whose width is close to that of the super-
conducting gap, does not vanish in magnetic fieldsH.Hc2. The large
smearing of the gap structure in the tunneling spectra and the high
conductance of tunnel junctions at zero bias voltage are due to the
strong angular dependence of the superconducting- and normal-state
gaps. The results of the investigations are in good agreement with re-
cently published angle-resolved photoemission data.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01115-3#

PACS numbers: 74.76.Bz, 74.72.Hs, 74.25.Fy

The successful use of tunneling spectroscopy for studying the superconducting
of ordinary superconductors is now familiar. However, in application to high-Tc super-
conductors~HTSCs! this method has encountered great difficulties due to the extrem
short coherence lengthj and high nonuniformity of the experimental samples. To da
well-reproducible results have been obtained only for the layered cup
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d ~Bi2212!. Earlier, we performed tunneling investigations of Bi22
single crystals by the break-junction method.1 The experiments showed that good-qual
tunnel junctions~TJs! — junctions with very low leakage currents and well-resolved g
structure — in theab plane can be prepared from Bi2212 crystals. Photoemission ex
ments with high angular resolution~APRES!2–4 confirmed the magnitude of the energ
gap found by the tunneling method,1 but at the same time they revealed a strong ang
dependence of the gap which corresponds todx22y2 symmetry of the order paramete
Moreover, a pseudogap~gap in the quasiparticle spectrum! was observed in photoemis
sion experiments on underdoped Bi2212 at temperaturesT above the superconductin
transition temperatureTc . This gap is attributed to the formation of superconduct
pairs without phase coherence.

The single-layer cuprate Bi2Sr2CuOz ~Bi2201! with a low value ofTc is a very
promising material for studying the superconducting and normal properties of HTS
low temperatures. But the situation with its tunneling investigations turned out to be
complicated. The first measurements of the energy gap in Bi2201 in experiments
point tunnel contacts based on imperfect Bi2201 crystals were performed a long
2300021-3640/98/68(3)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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ago,5 but despite numerous attempts it has proved impossible so far to produce t
junctions of satisfactory quality, even using the break-junction method. Sincejab in
Bi2201 is larger than in Bi2212 and reaches 40 Å, on account of the proximity effe
is very difficult to prepare a good tunneling barrier in liquid helium. Two stron
anisotropic superconducting energy gaps of width 1062 and 763 MeV, respectively,
have been observed recently in APRES experiments6 in optimally doped and underdope
Bi2Sr22xLaxCuO61d . The authors of Ref. 6 also discovered a pseudogap aboveTc and
proposed that the pseudogap and the superconducting gap have a pair interaction
same nature. In the present letter we report tunneling investigations of high-q
Bi2201 single crystals in magnetic fields up to 23 T. The results confirm the existen
superconducting and normal gaps.

Bi(21x)Sr22(x1y)Cu(11y)Oz single crystals with Bi/Sr51.4– 1.5~the excess Bi oc-
cupied Sr positions! were grown in closed cavities in a KCl fluxed melt.7 On account of
the prolonged growth process, the crystals had a high degree of cationic ordering
dimensions of the crystals were~0.7–1.5! mm 3 ~0.4–0.7! mm 3 ~1.5–5! mm. The
half-width of the main reflections of the rocking curves in the x-ray investigations of
crystals did not exceed 0.3–0.1°. The lattice parameters were equal toa55.360 Å and
c524.615 Å and the superlattice period was equal toã54.75a. The superconducting
transition widthsDTc between the points of 10% and 90% resistance were equal to 0
K. The values obtained forDTc andTc in dc resistance measurements and in magn
susceptibility measurements were virtually identical. The temperature dependence
resistance of the crystals in theab plane was linear with slopeDrab /DT50.5– 1.5
mV•cm/K at high temperatures and below 20–40 K it saturated to the residual resis
The residual resistivityrab(0) lay between 80 and 180mV•cm. Break-junction type TJs
were prepared directly in liquid helium by the method described earlier.1 The current–
voltage (I –V) characteristics and their derivativesdV/dI were measured by the standa
phase sensitive modulation method. On the basis of a special check,1 it can be assumed
that in TJs with this geometry the tunneling current in theab plane was measured.

The typical differential conductancesdI/dV(V) of the four TJs, fabricated from two
single crystals~Nos. 1 and 2!, at temperatures 2.6 K and 1.6 K are shown in Fig. 1. F

FIG. 1. Differential conductancesdI/dV(V) of four tunnel junctions at temperatures 2.6 and 1.6 K. T
junctions were prepared from two single crystals~Nos. 1 and 2!. For clarity, in both cases the upper curves a
shifted relative to the bottom curves .
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clarity, in both cases the upper curves are shifted relative to the lower curves. Alth
the TJs had low~a! and high~b! resistance, they showed very high conductance at z
bias voltage, the gap structure in the tunneling spectra was strongly ‘‘smeared,’’ an
conductance itselfdI/dV(V) in the case of the low-resistance TJs~a! had aV shape.
Nothing like this was observed in our tunneling experiments with Bi2212 single cryst1

In a recent work,8 having analyzed different current-leakage channels in TJ-based HT
and their influence on the spectra obtained, the authors proposed a procedure for e
ing the real tunneling density of states. However, in this case the conductance of t
at V50 mV is too high~it equals 80–90% of the conductance at large values ofV) to be
explained by leakage currents. Despite many attempts, the same tunneling spect
gap structure and low conductance atV50 mV as in the case of Bi2212 single crysta
could not be obtained.1 Taking this into consideration, it is likely that the anomali
observed in the tunneling spectra in Fig. 1 are due to a strong anisotropy of the s
conducting gap recently found in Bi2201 in APRES experiments.6 In underdoped
Bi2Sr22xLaxCuO61d crystals the authors observed a smeared, but reproducibl
63 meV superconducting gap along the (p,0) symmetric line ink space and a zero ga
45° away from this line. For the SIS TJs studied here the distance between the two
maxima on thedI/dV(V) curves equals 4Dp2p and, as one can see in Fig. 1, th
superconducting gap 2Dp2p lies in the region 13.5–15 meV andDp2p'6.527 meV. In
TJs of this geometry, the spectra obtained reflect the tunneling density of states
grated over the polar angle inkab space.9 The strong angular dependence of the ene
gap with zero values in certain directions should result in a high density of states i
the gap~and therefore in a high conductance of the TJs at zero bias voltage! and strong
smearing of the gap structure with the maximum value ofDp2p . This agrees completely
with the APRES data.6 Both our and the APRES spectra have a smeared gap struc
which is difficult to describe by a simple BCS model. To determine the value ofD we
employed the phenomenological parameterG that takes account of pair breaking10 and
obtainedD53.524 meV. This is very close to the value ofD which we found in earlier
experiments with Bi2201-based point TJs.5

To determine the relation betweenD and Tc , we measured the conductanc
dI/dV(V) of TJs at different temperatures. The results are shown in Fig. 2. For cla
the curves are shifted relative to the upper curve. One can see that as temperat
creases, the gap-associated features~marked by arrows! become broadened even mo
strongly and vanish. SinceTc for this sample was equal to 3.5 K, and the gap featu
vanished at a temperature close toTc , it is natural to infer that the observed gap structu
is related with the superconducting gap in Bi2201. It is also seen in Fig. 2 that 4Dp2p

decreased somewhat as temperature increased, but because of the smeared natu
structure we could not determine the temperature dependence ofD.

It is well known1 that tunneling spectra obtained for ordinary superconductors w
studying high-resistance TJs with good tunneling barriers should be flat with bias
ages exceedingD/e, as follows from the Fermi liquid model. The ‘‘V’’ shape of the
conductancedI/dV(V) of low-resistance TJs is due to the decrease in the height o
tunneling barrier under the action of an increasing bias voltage. However, as fo
from Fig. 2, as temperature increases, the curvedI/dV(V) changes from flat toV-shaped
asdI/dV(V) increases. Once again this could be due to a decrease in the height
tunneling barrier in the TJ or an increase inj in Bi2201 as a result of an increase in th
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temperature. To rule out this possibility, we measured the tunneling spectra of our b
junction TJs in constant magnetic fields above the upper critical fieldHc2 in Bi2201 at
the given temperature. The experiments were performed in the geometryBic, Jiab.

The effect of a magnetic field on the conductancedI/dV(V) at 1.4 K is shown in
Fig. 3a. The behavior of the break-junction TJs based on Bi2201 and Bi22121 differs
sharply. In the first place, as the magnetic field increased, the conductancedI/dV(V)
decreased and the curvesdI/dV(V) shifted in the direction of high tunneling with
decrease of the conductance atV50 mV. In the second place, the gap feature associa
with the superconducting state practically vanished even in a 5 Tfield, while according to
the results of magnetotransport measurements, which we performed on this crystal
K Hc2514 T. In the case of Bi2212 in magnetic fields, we observed only a weak sm
ing of the tunneling spectra with no change in shape, as expected forH,Hc2. In tun-
neling experiments, a region;j near the tunneling barrier is investigated. For bre
junction TJs in a mixed state the conductancedI/dV(V) reflects the total tunneling
density of states of vortices with a normal core and a density of states of the supe
ductor near the vortices which is broadened by the local magnetic field. Therefore th
structure can be smeared even whenH!Hc2. It can be expected that at constant te
perature the transmittance of the tunneling barrier does not change and the gener
of the tunneling conductance should remain unchanged. Figure 3b shows the diffe
resistancedV/dI(V) at two extreme pointsV50 mV andV540 mV, determined from
Fig. 3a, as a function of the squared magnetic field. The dependences are quadrati
field with no saturation in a large range of fields, just as for the magnetoresistan
compensated metals in the transverse geometry (Bic, Jiab). This can serve as an indi
cation that the normal electrons make a determining contribution to the tunneling sp
obtained.

In tunneling investigations of ordinary superconductors in magnetic fieldsH.Hc2

the differential conductancedI/dV(V) near the gap is constant. In this case the cur
dI/dV(V) in Fig. 3a retained their shape with a strongly smeared gap feature even
normal state of the TJ in fieldsH.Hc2. In addition, the position of this feature on th

FIG. 2. Tunneling conductancedI/dV(V) of a junction at different temperatures for sample No. 2. The cur
are shifted relative to the top curve. The gap structure is marked by arrows.
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voltage axis was close to 4Dp2p . Once again this agrees well with the APRES dat6

Although for H.Hc2 we cannot determine from Fig. 3 the magnitude of the gap ac
rately, we can say that the normal-state gap remains right up to 23 T — the maximum
field in our experiments. Figure 3c shows the difference of the values of the differe
conductancedI/dV(V) at two extreme pointsV540 mV andV50 mV, determined from
Fig. 3a as a function of the magnetic field. One can see that the magnitude of the
‘‘dip’’ in the curves dI/dV(V) increases linearly with the magnetic field. The effect o
magnetic field on the gap structure of the superconducting and normal states c
clearly seen in Fig. 4, where the second derivativesd2I /dV2(V) of the tunneling current
in different magnetic fields are displayed. ForH50 T the zeros ofd2I /dV2(V) at ueVu
52Dp2p ~marked by arrows! correspond to the superconducting gap. As the magn
field increases, the superconducting gap vanishes and the normal-state gap rema
the gap structure in the curvesd2I /dV2(V) is not washed out in a field, as happened
Bi2212,1 but rather it becomes sharper. The normal-state gap could be due to the

FIG. 3. ~a! Effect of a magnetic field on the tunneling conductancedI/dV(V) at 1.4 K.~b! Dependence on the
squared magnetic field of the differential conductancedV/dI(V) of a tunnel junction at two extreme point
V50 mV andV540 mV, determined from Fig. 3a.~c! Difference of the differential conductancesdI/dV(V)
at two extreme pointsV540 mV andV50 mV, determined from Fig. 3a, as a function of the magnetic fie
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ferromagnetic interaction, which could be important in underdoped HTSC materials
decrease of this interaction with increasing magnetic field results in sharpening of th
structure.11 But it is more likely that the normal-state gap is a pseudogap. This is b
widely discussed in the literature. Since in our Bi2201 crystals the paramagnetic
equals 24 T even forD053.5 meV, the pseudogap could be related with superconduc
pairs without phase coherence, which could exist both aboveTc ~Fig. 2! and aboveHc2

at T,Tc ~Fig. 3!. Then the smearing of the gap structure and the high conductance o
with V50 mV are due to the strong angular dependence and to the normal-state6

Impurity scattering, which plays an important role in the smearing of the normal-
gap, decreases in a magnetic field, sharpening the tunneling spectra.
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FIG. 4. Effect of a magnetic field on the gap structures of superconducting and normal states in the
derivativesd2I /dV2(V) of the tunneling current in different magnetic fields.
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Free and localized positively charged excitons in the
emission spectrum of GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells
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The recombination emission spectra of an excitonic complex (A0X)
localized on a neutral acceptor, which have previously been attributed
to a positively charged exciton (X1), are investigated. Satellites arising
around the main luminescence line as a result of recoil processes during
recombination of the complex which leave the surviving hole in an
excited state are observed and investigated. It is shown in a computa-
tional model based on the Luttinger Hamiltonian that the energy split-
tings between the main line and the satellites correspond to an in-
barrier impurity center located a definite distance from the well. It is
shown that as the magnetic field increases, a transition is observed from
the singlet ground state of the complex to a multiplet state. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01215-8#

PACS numbers: 78.55.Cr, 78.66.Fd, 71.35.Ji

1. Despite the fact that GaAs/AlGaAs — single quantum wells~SQWs! — have
been studied quite well experimentally, a number of photoluminescence lines whic
observed in these structures are still a subject of debate. This is due both to the co
ity of quantum systems consisting of more than two particles and to the lack of de
information about the structure itself, specifically, about the impurities present in it
their spatial distribution. Some of the most interesting objects active in photolum
cence are positively and negatively charged excitonic complexes~trions! X1 and X2,
arising in quantum wells when the density of the main carriers is low.1,2 As was shown in
Refs. 3 and 4, these formations are not free, but rather they are localized in the Co
potential of charged impurities present in the barrier and formAb

0X andDb
0X complexes.

However, the question of the specific arrangement of these impurities has remained

A distinguishing feature of quantum electron–hole systems consisting of more
two particles is the possibility of recombination, as a result of which the remai
particle can be found in not only the ground but also an excited state. Here, replicas
main luminescence line which are shifted to lower energies by the amount of the sp
between the ground and excited states of the system after the recombination even
emission spectrum. In the case of aD0X complex in GaAs such replicas~dielectronic
2360021-3640/98/68(3)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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satellites! were studied in detail in Ref. 5. Size quantization and the possibility of sp
separation of impurity centers~in a barrier! and charge carriers~in a well! modify the
energy spectrum of neutral impurities in SQWs. As a result, for aDb

0X complex~exciton
bound on a neutral donor in the barrier! the satellites associated with transitions to
excited stateDb

0 have a virtually linear cyclotron shift relative to the main line. Th
experimental fact was used to prove the two-particle nature of the recombination
corresponding to aDb

0X complex.6 Satellites of a recombination line of an exciton
complex have not been previously observed in a hole system, and the relation of s
line to positively charged excitonsX1 was established by analogy with the electron
system.2 We have observed and investigated such satellites in a series of quantum
ranging in width from 150 to 300 Å. Analysis of the energy splitting between the m
recombination line of an excitonic complex and its satellites made it possible to d
mine the characteristic arrangement of the acceptors on which localization of posi
charged excitons with the formation of anAb

0X complex occurs. A transition from the
singlet ground state of an excitonic complex to a multiplet state was observed a
magnetic field increased. This transition is manifested as a change in the intensities
components of the emission spectrum.

2. We investigated undoped GaAs quantum wells 150, 200, 250, and 300 Å
with Al0.3Ga0.7As barriers. The structures were grown an undoped GaAs substra
molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE!. The sample with the 150 Å wide well contained a ser
of quantum wells separated by a superlattice with AlGaAs/GaAs layer thickness
50 Å/30 Å. All other samples contained a single quantum well. In the samples with
200 and 250 Å wells, the well was grown on a superlattice with layer thicknesse
100 Å/30 Å; in the sample with the 300 Å well the AlGaAs layer located closest to
well on the superlattice side was 500 Å thick. The characteristic width of the lumi
cence lines in the experimental structures was equal to 0.1–0.2 meV in a magneti
;10 T, indicating that the structures were of high quality. Optical excitation of
system was performed with a Ti/Sp laser with photon energy 1.65 eV or He/Ne lase
photon energy 1.96 eV. Despite the fact that we investigated undoped quantum we
structures contained a low-density two-dimensional channel~with charge carrier density
109–1010 cm22), where the sign of the charge carriers could be changed by varying
photoexcitation energy.4 In the present work we investigated mainly quantum wells w
a low-densityp-channel. The spectral instrumentation consisted of a Ramanor U-
double monochromator, which combined with a semiconductor detector with ch
coupling~CCD! gave a resolution of 0.03 meV. The measurements were performed
temperature of 1.5 K in the range of magnetic fields 0–11 T.

3. Figure 1a shows the photoluminescence spectrum measured for a 200 Å SQ
a zero magnetic field. The spectrum consists of two spectral lines — a free exciton line
~X! and the line of an excitonic complex, which in the case of a two-dimensional~2D!
low-density hole channel consists of an exciton localized on a neutral acceptor i
barrier (Ab

0X).4 The presence of two equivalent holes in anAb
0X complex~just as inX1)

allows recombination of the complex with a transition of the remaining hole to an ex
state. In the process, satellites of the main recombination line, which reflect the spe
of the excited states of anAb

0 center~or a free hole in the caseX1), should appear in the
emission spectrum. We actually observed such satellites in the emission spectra
experimental samples in a perpendicular magnetic field.
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The luminescence spectra, measured for 200 Å and 250 Å SQWs ins polarization
in a 9.5 T magnetic field are displayed in Figs. 1b and 1c. Two lines, designated asSUa

andSUb , are clearly seen in the spectra. The experiments performed on samples
the carrier type in the well could be changed by photoexcitation4 showed that theSUa

andSUb lines are associated exclusively with thep-channel and vanish completely from
the spectra in the case of inversion of carrier type. Figure 1d shows the magnetic
dependences of the optical transition energies measured in two circular polarizatio
a 200 Å SQW. It should be noted that the spectral properties, which we measured,
Ab

0X line are identical to the results which were obtained earlier for similar structure
other authors2,7 and which were attributed to radiation of a free trion (X1). However, the
satellite line which we observed makes it possible to rule out unequivocally suc
interpretation, since the observed splittings between the main line and the replicasSUa,b

do not tend to zero in a zero magnetic field, which is characteristic of excited stateAb
0

and not of a free hole. Since the spectral position of the replicasSUa,b in SQWs of
different width is related to the emission lines of the SQWs~see Fig. 3a below! and in
sufficiently narrow wells the radiation energy exceeds the band gap in GaAs, it mu
concluded that theSUa,b lines are associated with recombination processes in SQWs
one can see from Fig. 3a, the characteristic cyclotron mass corresponding to theSUa line
(;0.4me) is much greater~by a factor of 5! than the electron mass, indicating a ho
Auger process. Therefore it must be inferred that theSUa,b line arises as a result of th
recombination of aAb

0X complex, for which the remaining hole is in an excited state
the impurity center. The magnitude of the splitting in the zero magnetic field limit se
as a measure of localization of the complex and makes it possible to determin
specific arrangement of the impurity center. To solve this problem, we develop
computational method which is based on a 434 Luttinger Hamiltonian8 and takes ac-
count of both the real geometry of the well and the finite height of the potential bar
The matrix elements of the Hamiltonian were calculated in a cylindrical gauge simi
to Ref. 9, but in contrast to this and other calculations we expressed the three-dimen
basis functions as a product of solutions, which are known in a numerical form and
obtained by the relaxation method, of one-dimensional differential equations.10 The cal-
culations gave an accuracy of not less than 0.1 meV. As the band parameters

FIG. 1. ~a! Photoluminescence spectra, measured in a 200 Å SQW in a zero magnetic field.~b, c! Photolumi-
nescence spectra measured in 200 Å~b! and 250 Å~c! SQWs in a 9.5 T magnetic field ins polarization.~d!
Energy of optical transitions versus the magnetic field, measured for a 200 Å SQW in two circular polariza
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materials, we employed one of the generally accepted sets employed in Ref. 9.

The calculations showed that the presence of an acceptor on the boundary of a
does not correspond to the experimentally observed splittings, since it gives a
larger splitting between the ground and first excited states of anAb

0 center in the case
B50. At the same time, we obtain good agreement with experiment by setting
distanceL between the SQW boundary and the acceptor equal to the distance t
nearest AlGaAs/GaAs interface near the superlattice adjoining the quantum well.
assumption is fully justified, since the breaking of chemical bonds at the boundary o
materials in itself creates charged centers, and moreover the local stress fields p
conditions for diffusion of impurities out of the interior. Figure 2a displays the com
tational results for the three lowest energy levelsAb

0 with the total angular momentum
projectionJz5Mz1Sz513/2 ~the ground state of a center belongs to this group!, which
were obtained for a 200 Å SQW andL5100 Å. The same figure shows~dashed lines!
free-hole energy levels into which the levelsA, B, andC pass in the limitL→`. As one
can see from Fig. 2b, the energyDE of splitting off of the replicaSUa from the main line
of Ab

0X matches well the difference of the energies of the levelsA andC. The spectral
shift of the replicaSUb and the splitting between the levelsA and B agree somewha
more poorly, but the magnitude of this splitting was found to depend strongly on
specific choice of the Luttinger parameters, which are not known with adequate acc
At the same time, the free-hole splittingDE (L→`) shown in Fig. 2b~dashed line!
differs radically from the dependence observed in our experiment. The measure
computed magnetic-field dependences, obtained for wells of different width, of the
ting off energy of the replicaSUa are compared in Fig. 3a and show good agreeme

The model presented above touches upon a number of interesting questions,
have not been completely investigated. It is obvious that if acceptors are concentra
an AlGaAs/GaAs interface far from the SQW, then they should also exist on the bo
ary of the well itself. There arises the question: Why is the exciton complex loca

FIG. 2. ~a! Magnetic field dependence, calculated for a 200 Å SQW with the distance to the acceptor eq
100 Å, of the energies of the three lowest states of anAb

0 center with total angular momentumJz513/2 ~solid
lines!. The dotted line shows the energy of the ground state withJz523/2. The dashed lines show the energ
of the corresponding quantum states of a free hole.~b! Magnetic field dependence of the splitting between t
lines ofAb

0X andSUa(s), SUb(h) in s polarization, as measured for a 200 ÅSQW. The solid lines show
computational results for anAb

0 center~a!; the dashed line shows the computational results for the split
between the 1h1 and 0h1 levels of a free hole.
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mainly on distant acceptors? The most likely explanation is that in charged qua
wells, where the free-hole density is much higher than the exciton density, virtual
acceptors in and close to the well it each trap two holes and formA1 centers. Exciton
localization on such a center is energetically unfavorable because of the Pauli prin
At the same time, it is well known that as the acceptor center moves away from the
boundary into the barrier, the binding energy of the second hole in anA1 center de-
creases rapidly and vanishes whenL.2.5aB .11 For this reason, at a certain distance
the acceptor from the well, localization of an exciton should become energetically
favorable.

Another question concerns the nature of the ground state of theAb
0X complex~and

X1) and its variation with increasing magnetic field. It is well known that in a zero fi
the ground state of such a complex is a singlet~i.e., a wave function withJ5Me2Mh

2Sh50).2 This means that when a complex with electron spinSz
e511/2 recombines, a

s-polarized photon should be emitted, and in the final state theAb
0 center should have

total angular momentumJz523/2. However, this set of levels has no splittings cor
sponding to the experimental results, for all possible values ofL. This circumstance
forces us to infer that the replicasSUa,b arise in the process of recombination of anAb

0X
complex of a multiplet type. Indeed, in the case ofX2 the triplet state becomes bound
magnetic fields greater than;2 T, but the singlet state remains a ground state in
entire experimentally studied range of magnetic fields.1 At the same time, it is known tha
in the strong-field limit the ground state of a two-electron system should be a tr
state.12 In the case of a complex containing two holes, aside from a singlet withJ50,
several multiplets withJ51, 2, and 3 are possible. The spectra which we obtained
indeed contain two additional lines, denoted in Fig. 1d by the symbolsa and b. They
appear ins polarization above the singlet (s). Previous authors have attributed theb line
to the triplet stateX1,2 though in the present case the value ofJ is not obviousa priori.
A much larger spin splitting of a hole compared with the electron can radically ch
the ratio of the energies of the singlet and multiplet states in a magnetic field. The c
in the type of ground state~from singlet to multiplet! may not be accompanied b

FIG. 3. ~a! Magnetic field dependence, measured for 150 Å (h), 200 Å (s), 250 Å (n), and 300 Å(L)
SQWs, of the splitting between theAb

0X andSUa lines ins polarization. The lines show the dependence of t
splitting calculated for the same quantum wells with distances to the acceptor 50, 100, 100, and 5
respectively.~b! Magnetic field dependence of the intensity, measured in a 200 Å SQW, of the sp
components of the emission line of anAb

0X complex of the singlet type~s! in two circular polarizations
~symbols! and of ab multiplet ~dashed line! as well as the replicasSUa,b ~solid lines! in s polarization.
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crossing of the spectral luminescence lines, since they have different final states
combination. The singlet has a final state withJz523/2 ~shown by the dotted line in Fig
2a!, while multiplets can recombine in a state withJz513/2 ~the lineA in Fig. 2a!. The
energy difference of these two states plus the electron Zeeman splittingDEe equals the
difference of the energies of thes1 ands2 components of the recombination line o
the singlet. For this reason, the multiplet state lies at a lower energy than the singlet
where the corresponding line ins polarization is more thanDEe lower than thes1
component of the singlet. Changes should also be expected to occur in the magnet
dependences of the intensity of the spectral lines, shown in Fig. 3b for a 200 Å SQW
one can see from the figure, the intensity of the singlet components has a prono
maximum nearB54.8 T. The above-indicated condition for ana multiplet holds here
~Fig. 1d!. The intensity of the replicasSUa,b starts to increase in the same field. Th
confirms the assumption that they are related with recombination of not a single
rather ana multiplet. The second special point nearB58.1 T is related with the equality
of the energies of the singlet andb multiplet. A resonance transfer of energy gives rise
a maximum of the intensity of theb multiplet, while a sharp drop is observed in th
intensity of the singlet. We observed a similar behavior for the other samples inv
gated, and in addition the dependence of the critical fields on the well width was fou
be quite weak. It should be noted that a multiplet state is optically inactive in the str
field limit.12 This could be the reason why the intensity of the luminescence of aa
multiplet is relatively low~Fig. 1b and 1c!, despite the fact that the multiplet correspon
to the ground state of the system. At the same time, the smallness of the matrix el
of the transition to the ground state of anAb

0 center produces conditions for observin
replicas associated with transitions to excited states.

4. In summary, we observed and studied in the emission spectrum of an exc
complex localized on a neutral acceptor satellites of the main recombination line w
are associated with transitions to an excited state of an impurity center after a rec
nation event. It was shown that the observed energy splittings between the replica
the main line correspond to the arrangement of an acceptor in the barrier at a d
distance from the well. It was demonstrated that the replicas are due to radiation fro
multiplet state that becomes the ground state of the exciton complex as the magnet
increases.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research an
program ‘‘Physics of Solid-State Nanostructures.’’

a!e-mail: volkov@issp.ac.ru
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Observation of self-generation of dark envelope solitons
for spin waves in ferromagnetic films

B. A. Kalinikosa) and N. G. Kovshikov
St. Petersburg State Electrotechnical University, 197376 St. Petersburg, Russia

C. E. Patton
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado, USA

~Submitted 7 July 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 3, 229–233~10 August 1998!

We have performed experiments in which self-generation of dark en-
velope solitons for spin waves at microwave frequencies were obtained.
Stable self-generation of dark solitons was observed in a ring consisting
of tangentially magnetized yttrium iron garnet film and a microwave
signal amplifier. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01315-2#

PACS numbers: 75.30.Ds, 75.70.Ak

It is well known that two types of envelope solitons can propagate in nonlin
waveguiding dispersive media — bright solitons and dark solitons~see, for example,
Ref. 1!. Most experimental works concern bright solitons. Here bright solitons
optical fibers2 as well as solitons for spin waves in ferromagnetic films~see, for example,
Refs. 3–6 and the literature cited there! are in the leading position. At the same tim
the generation and propagation of dark optical solitons~detailed information about which
can be found in the recent review Ref. 7! and spin-wave solitons~we know of only one
work, Ref. 8! have clearly not been adequately investigated.

In the present letter we report the experimental observation of the generation o
envelope solitons for spin waves at microwave frequencies. Just as in Ref. 6,
generation of bright solitons was obtained, a ring consisting of an yttrium iron garne
~YIG! and a microwave signal amplifier was used for the experiment. We underscor
an external microwave signal was not introduced into the circuit. In other words,
generation of dark microwave solitons was observed.

Previous experiments devoted to the investigation of bright envelope soliton
both weakly and strongly dispersive spin waves have found a good explanation
nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation~NES! model. For this reason, this model was used
formulate the experiment described. According to the NES model,

i ~]u/]t1Vg]u/]x!1~D/2!]2u/]2x2Nuuu2u50, ~1!

dark envelope solitons can be observed in waveguiding media if the dispersion
nonlinear coefficients of the carrying wave have the same signs. A quasisurface
wave propagating in tangentially magnetized ferromagnetic films in a direction pe
2430021-3640/98/68(3)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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dicular to the bias magnetization field satisfies this requirement. In the case of s
crystal YIG films, which have free surface spins, such a wave has monotonic dispe
v(k) in the long-wavelength region of the spectrumkL!1.9 Its dispersion coefficient
D5]2v/]2k and nonlinear coefficientN5]v/]uuu2 are negative.

The experiments were performed on samples in the form of narrow, 1.5 mm w
strips of YIG films ~spin-wave ‘‘waveguides’’!. The waveguides were cut from single
crystal YIG films of thicknessL55.2mm grown on a~111! gadolinium-gallium garnet
substrate. The spin waves were excited and detected with the standard ‘‘delay
arrangement3,4 with short-circuited exciting and detecting microstrip antennas, eac
width 50mm and length equal to the width of the film waveguide. The distance betw
the antennas, formed photolithographically on mobile ceramic substrates, could be
lated. The spin-wave waveguides were placed on top of the antennas.

The spin-wave delay line described above was connected with a wideband m
wave signal amplifier~the working frequency band of the amplifier was greater than
MHz! and a microwave signal modulator into a closed circuit — a ring. We underscore
that for all microwave signal levels employed the amplifier always operated in a cl
linear regime. Therefore the nonlinear properties of the ring were determined b
nonlinearity of the spin system of the ferromagnetic film. The modulator was use
periodic ‘‘interruption’’ of the ring for short time intervals several to ten nanosecond
duration. Having in mind a comparison with theory, it is important to note that
modulator employed could not give complete interruption of the ring. The attenu
introduced by the modulator relative to the constant~maximum! level of the circulating
microwave signal was equal to 41 dB. In other words, in the existing terminology2,7 the
modulator supported a generation regime for gray solitons.

An apparatus similar to that described in Ref. 6 was used for measurements
experiments can be conventionally divided into two stages. At the first stage
waveguiding properties of the ring were investigated. Specifically, the spectrum o
resonance frequencies of the ring was measured with different gains of the circu
microwave signal. These measurements were performed without modulation of the
At the second stage generation processes, where the modulator provided modula
the signal in the ring, were investigated.

Figure 1a shows the amplitude–frequency characteristic of the ring, measured
a gain slightly below the threshold for the appearance of microwave generation i
ring. This characteristic reflects the resonance properties of the ring in a regime
almost complete compensation of losses in it. The wave numberskn of the resonant spin
waves can be found from the conditionknd1f52pn, whered is the distance betwee
the spin-wave antennas,f is the phase shift of the signal due to the part of the circ
outside the ferromagnetic film, andn is an integer. This resonance condition makes
possible to determine the dispersion relationv(k) of the spin waves according to th
experimental peaks in Fig. 1a. Such an equation was found in the course of the w
the dispersion relation of the lowest quasisurface wave mode.9 A calculation using the
obtained dispersion relation gave the following spin-wave parameters: group ve
Vg52.93106 cm/s, dispersion coefficientD523310 cm/rad•s, and nonlinear coeffi-
cientN529.23109 rad/s.~The values of the parametersVg , D, andN are given for the
central carrying frequency, which is determined below.!
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At the second stage, experiments on self-generation of envelope solitons fo
waves were performed. The experiments were performed in a regime of periodic m
lation of the ring by square ‘‘dark’’ pulses. In the experiments the envelope of
generated signal and its phase characteristic as well as the frequency spectrum
eration were measured simultaneously. To obtain stable self-generation several
ments were made: 1. The distanced between the input and output antennas was adju
to ensure that the circulation timet0 of the microwave spin-wave pulses in the ring equ
the external modulation period~heret05d/Vg1te , wherete is the propagation time of a
microwave pulse outside the ferromagnetic film!. 2. The ring gain was adjusted to com
pensate losses and achieve stable self-generation of dark microwave solitons.
durationt in of the external pulses fed into the modulator was adjusted to obtain tem
profiles of the amplitude and phase of the envelope of the microwave signal that c
spond to dark solitons.

It is important to note that in terms of frequencies the first condition correspon
the condition that the spectral frequencies of the generated train of nonlinear pulses
the characteristic frequencies of the ring. Satisfaction of this condition for a nonl
propagation regime of spin-wave pulses was one of the main ideas of this experim

The results illustrating the regime of self-generation of dark solitons are presen
Fig. 2. The oscillograms shown in this figure were recorded with a periodic sequen
dark square pulses with durationt in522 ns and clock rate 10 MHz fed to the modulato
The measurements were performed for the following parameters: distance betwe
input and output antennasd52.3 mm, total circulation time of the microwave puls
along the ringt05100 ns, and pulse propagation time outside the ferromagnetic
te520 ns. The power of the spin waves at the exit of the delay line was equal to 0.9
Figure 2a shows a self-generated sequence of microwave pulses — dark spin-wa
velope solitons, while Fig. 2b shows its phase characteristic.~The measurements wer
performed with an HP70820A microwave transition analyzer.! The frequency spectrum
of this sequence is displayed in Fig. 1b; the spectrum was obtained with a HP
spectrum analyzer. As follows from the measurement results, in the case describe

FIG. 1. Amplitude–frequency characteristic of the experimental ring~a! and frequency spectrum of the sel
generated train of dark solitons~b!.
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generation of dark solitons was observed with nonlinear self-synchronization of
than 10 ring modes.

We note that the phase characteristic was recorded with a 5146.6 MHz refe
signal fed into the HP70820A. This frequency was set exactly equal to the centra
rying frequency of the self-generating train of dark solitons~see Fig. 1b!. The phase
characteristic in Fig. 2b demonstrates two sharp changes in the phase of the ca
microwave signal~by 180° each!, which occur ‘‘inside’’ the dark pulses; this is direc
evidence of their soliton character. The propagation velocity of the dark solitons in a
film, within the limits of the measurement error which we estimate to be 10%, equal
group velocity of spin waves at the central frequency.

We shall now give a more detailed description of the data in Fig. 2. We note
each pulse of the self-generated sequence is always obtained with two minima
profile ~at the ‘‘bottom’’ of the pulse! ~see Fig. 2a!. Rapid changes in phase correspo
to a change in the signal amplitude near these minima: one by1180° and the other by
2180°. This behavior of the signal phase indicates that the observed nonlinear
pulses can be interpreted as pairs of dark solitons.~We note that the abrupt 360° phas
kicks, which correspond to the vertical lines in Fig. 2b, are purely instrumentation eff
They are due to a characteristic operational feature of the HP70820A and shou
ignored.! On the whole, the two fast 180-degree phase changes occurring during a
pulse compensate one another and the resulting phase of the carrying microwave
does not change. This experimental fact corresponds to the theory of the generatio
pair of dark solitons from a square pulse.7,10,11

We note in passing that the above-described behavior of the phase of a pair o
solitons is fundamentally different from the case of bright solitons, where the phase
carrying signal remains constant over the duration of the spin-wave soliton.6

In conclusion, we note that the obtained nonlinear pulsed spin-wave self-gene
confirms theoretical ideas about dark envelope solitons. We believe that both the a
described experiments on self-generation of dark spin-wave solitons and the exper

FIG. 2. Temporal profile of the envelope of a train of dark solitons~a! and its phase characteristic~b!.
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presented in Ref. 6 on self-generation of bright spin-wave solitons can be extend
diverse continuous and discrete waveguiding media.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research, P
96-02-19515, and the NATO Linkage Grant Program, Grant HTECH.LG 970538.
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Free and localized excitons in the luminescence
spectrum of C 60 crystals at high pressure

K. P. Meletova) and V. D. Negri 
Institute of Solid-State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovk
Moscow Region, Russia

~Submitted 30 June 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 3, 234–238~10 August 1998!

The luminescence spectra of C60 single crystals are studied atT
>10 K and pressure up to 4.0 GPa. It is observed that as the pressure
increases, one fine-structure band in the spectrum intensifies sharply
and dominates at pressuresP>1.7 GPa. The pressure shift of this band
is much larger than the shift of other bands in the spectrum, and its
magnitude correlates with the pressure dependence of the band gap. It
is shown that this band could be due to radiative recombination of free
Frenkel excitons. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01415-7#

PACS numbers: 78.55.Kz, 71.35.Aa, 62.50.1p, 81.05.Tp

According to the quantum-chemical calculations of the structure and electronic
trum of C60, the first excited singlet state of the molecule possesses1T1g symmetry and
optical dipole transitions are forbidden for it.1,2 The allowed transitions correspond
states with1T1u symmetry and lie appreciably higher in energy. This explains the q
low fluorescence quantum yield of C60: ;1025 and;731024 for solutions and crys-
tals, respectively.3,4 The fluorescence of C60 solutions is due to electronic-vibrationa
transitions involving non-fully symmetric intramolecular vibrations, allowed in
Herzberg–Teller approximation.5 The increase of the luminescence quantum yield of60

in the condensed state is due to the formation of defects of a various kinds, which r
in partial lifting of the symmetry forbiddenness of optical transitions. The lo
temperature luminescence spectrum of C60 single crystals of high purity and perfectio
has a line structure, separate bands of which are due to radiative recombination o
tons localized on traps of various depths.6 The structure and intensity of the luminescen
spectrum depends strongly on the defect density of the crystals, irradiation by ligh
definite wavelength range, and thermobaric treatment of the samples.7,8 Experiments on
second-harmonic generation near the1T1g molecular electronic transition, specifically
data on its spectral and temperature dependences, attest to the presence of Frenk
tons in the spectrum of collective excitations of the C60 crystal.9 Some bands in the
luminescence spectrum of C60 crystals could be due to radiative recombination of fr
Frenkel excitons, and their classification requires special experiments. As is well kn
the pressure shift of levels in molecular crystals is substantially different for localized
extended excitonic states, which makes it possible to distinguish them in experime
high pressure.10,11
2480021-3640/98/68(3)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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In this connection, in the present work we measured the low-temperature lum
cence spectrum of perfect C60 crystals at high pressure. The pressure shift of differ
fine-structure bands in the luminescence spectrum was determined, and the contr
of free and localized excitons in the secondary-emission spectrum was determined
basis of these data.

High-quality single crystals, grown in an evacuated quartz tube from vapors o60

powder of purity not worse than 99.99%, were used to measure the lumines
spectrum.7 The measurements of the spectra were performed on a DFS-12 monoch
tor with a cooled FE´ U-62 and a 5S1 photon-counting system. The automated sy
included a TV camera to obtain a monochomatic image of the sample with magnific
;150, employed for precise monitoring of the position of the laser spot on the sam
The luminescence was excited with a helium–neon laser, whose power was limi
order to exclude photochemical processes.12 High-pressure measurements in liqui
helium vapors were performed using a miniature chamber with diamond anvils o
Merrill–Bassett type, placed in a helium optical thermostat. A 4:1 methanol–eth
mixture was used to transmit the pressure.13 The magnitude of the pressure was det
mined from the position of theR1 luminescence line of ruby to within;0.05 GPa.14 The
measurements were performed on crystals with a mirror-smooth surface and dime
;1003100340 mm, close to those of the working volume of the high-pressure ch
ber.

The luminescence spectra of C60 single crystals atT.10 K and pressure up to 3.
GPa are presented in Fig. 1. The initial luminescence spectrum under normal press
a characteristic fine structure, identical to that observed earlier in Refs. 6 and 7. It

FIG. 1. Luminescence spectra of C60 single crystals atT>10 K and pressures up to 3.0 GPa.
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with the bands corresponding to radiative recombination of excitons localized on i
rity or defect centers, collectively referred to Ref. 6 asX traps. In accordance with th
designations of this work, the initial bands of the spectrum correspond toX2 andX3 traps,
as well as the so-called ‘‘bulk-emission’’C band. As the pressure increases, the spect
shifts in the direction of lower energies, and intensity is gradually redistributed in f
of the C band. At pressuresP>1.7 GPa theC band becomes appreciably more inten
than all other bands in the spectrum, and as the pressure increases further, thi
dominates the spectrum. At the same time, the bands corresponding toX traps become
weaker, the weakening being especially appreciable forX2 traps even at the initial pres
sure. All changes are reversible, and the initial pattern of the spectrum is restored
the pressure is removed.

The pressure dependence of the spectral position of the main luminescence b
displayed in Fig. 2. The open circles and squares show the data forX2 traps, and the same
symbols with crosses show the data forX3 traps. The filled circles correspond to theC
band, while the filled squares show the pressure dependence of the band gap, o
earlier from the absorption spectra.15 The filled diamonds in Fig. 2 show the spectr
position shifted with respect to theC band in the direction of higher energies by th
frequencyV51183 cm21 of theF1u phonon. All bands in the luminescence spectrum
C60 are shifted in the direction of lower energies. On the whole this is characteristi
crystals with van der Waals interaction.11,15 The rate of the pressure shift of the ban
corresponding toX traps is approximately three times lower than for theC band. At the
same time, the pressure dependence of the position of theC band is close to that of the

FIG. 2. Pressure dependence of the spectral position of the bands in the low-temperature luminescen
trum of C60 crystals.
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band gap of the crystal. It should also be noted that the pressure dependence
position of theX3 traps changes at;0.5 GPa from a weakly increasing dependence t
decreasing one. This feature is due to a phase transition of orientational ordering60

crystals at high pressure. A phase transition at this pressure was observed in calor
investigations of C60

16 and then in Raman scattering experiments at high pressure.17,18

The activation character of the temperature dependence of theX-trap bands in the
luminescence spectrum6 undoubtedly indicates that they are centers of localization
excitons. The data obtained in the present work on the pressure dependence
luminescence spectrum attest to the different nature of theC band and theX-trap bands.
The sharp intensification of theC band with increasing pressure and the high rate of
pressure shift and its correlation with the pressure dependence of the band gap a
the fact that this band could be due to radiative recombination of free Frenkel exc
Experiments on second-harmonic generation in C60 crystals show that the energy of th
lowest state, corresponding to free excitons with1T1g symmetry, equals;1.827 eV.
Zero-phonon optical transitions corresponding to radiative recombination of free exc
from the state1T1g into the ground state1A1g are forbidden by the symmetry selectio
rules. At the same time, the electronic–vibrational transitions between these stat
possible: The symmetry selection rules allow participation of non-fully symme
phononsAu , Hu , andF1u in them in the Herzberg–Teller approximation.5 The spectral
position and pressure dependence of the intensity of theC band show that this band coul
be due to such a transition. Indeed, since its energy at normal pressure equals;1.68 eV
~data of Ref. 7 and the present work!, the frequency of an intramolecular phonon parti
pating in this transition must equal;1185 cm21. This value is virtually identical to the
frequency;1183 cm21 obtained for theF1u phonon from measurements of the infrar
absorption spectra of C60 films.19 The increase in the intensity of theC band with in-
creasing pressure could be due to a change in the population of the1T1g state, occurring
as a result of a substantial restructuring of the energy spectrum of the crystal a
pressure. At the same time, the Herzberg–Teller transitions in molecular crystal
intensify with increasing pressure. According to Ref. 5, the matrix element of the
sition between electronic–vibrational states 00 andnk in the Herzberg–Teller approxi
mation has the form

M0,nk5M0,n
0 E C00~R!Cnk~R!dR1(

s

8

M0,s
0 E C00~R!$Wns~R!/~Es

02En
0!%Cnk~R!dR.

~1!

HereM0,n
0 andM0,s

0 are zeroth-order matrix elements for transitions between the gro
and excited electronic states 0 andn . . . s; C00(R) andCnk(R) are wave functions of the
00 andnk vibrations; Wns(R) is the matrix element of the linear term in the seri
expansion of the energy of the molecule in small displacements of the nuclei;Es

0 andEn
0

are the eigenenergies in zeroth order; and, the prime on the sum signifies that the
mation extends over alls electronic states excepts5n. The first term in Eq.~1! equals
zero, since the electronic transition1T1g⇒ 1A1g is dipole-forbidden. In the second term
the terms in the summation which contain matrix elements of the dipole-allowed tr
tions 1T1g⇒1A1g are different from zero, while the expressions in the integrand con
wave functions ofAu , Hu , or F1u phonons. The term corresponding to the lowe
electronic state of symmetry1T1u , for which the energy denominator (Es

02En
0)21 is
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maximum, makes the dominant contribution in this sum. Since the energy gapEs
02En

0

between the1T1g and 1T1u states decreases with increasing pressure, the Herzb
Teller matrix element should increase and the transition should intensify. This effe
pure form can be manifested in the absorption spectrum, where the influence o
population of the electronic states on the transition intensities is excluded.

In summary, the pressure dependence of the spectral position and intensity ofC
band in the low-temperature luminescence spectrum of C60 crystals attests to the fact tha
this band could be due to radiative recombination of free1T1g excitons with the creation
of a V51183 cm21 phonon withF1u symmetry.
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C60 fullerite with a ‘‘stretched’’ fcc lattice

Yu. M. Shul’gaa) and B. P. Tarasov
Institute of Chemical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovka
Moscow Region, Russia

~Submitted 18 June 1998; resubmitted 8 July 1998!
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It is shown that deuteration of C60 fullerite followed by thermal decom-
position of the resulting deuteride C60D24 leads to the formation of an
fcc lattice with a0514.52 Å in the final product, which according to
the IR spectra consists mainly of C60 fullerene molecules. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01515-1#

PACS numbers: 61.48.1c, 81.05.Tp

It is widely known that for the compounds A3C60, where A is an alkali metal, the
superconducting transition temperatureTc increases together with the lattice constant
the fcc lattice of this compound.1,2 The structure-forming element in A3C60 compounds
are fullerene molecules, while the alkali metal atoms ‘‘dope’’ the material with electr

Molecular hydrogen cannot be considered as a donor, since as temperatu
creases, it can enter into a chemical reaction with a fullerene molecule to form a hy
Moreover, it has been established3 that the hydride C60H36 crystallizes in a bcc structure
with a0511.715 Å. However, hydrogenation of solid C60 fullerene ~fullerite! with hy-
drogen gas at low pressure and temperature preserves the fcc lattice of fullerite.4 It is also
known from the literature that on being heated in vacuum, the fullerene hydrid
converted to the initial fullerene.5,6

In the present letter we describe data from a study of fullerite subjected to deu
tion followed by degassing at 823 K, as a result of which the lattice parameter o
fullerite increased from 14.17 to 14.52 Å.

We employed crystalline C60 fullerite with 99.8 mass% purity. Deuteration wa
conducted at pressure 2.5 MPa and temperature 673 K. Preliminary degassing
fullerite was performed by heating up to 500 K in vacuum (;1 Pa). To improve the
efficiency, the deuteration process was conducted in a cyclic thermal regime, i.e
sample under pressure by deuterium was heated up to 673 K and held at this temp
for 1 h, after which the reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature and the
was repeated at least five times. Degassing of the deuteride was conducted in the
of thermogravimetric analysis: The sample~50 mg! was heated in an inert atmosphere
a rate of 10 deg/min from room temperature up to 823 K.

The diffraction patterns were recorded on an ADP-1 diffractometer (CuKa radia-
tion!. The IR spectra were recorded with a Perkin Elmer 1720X Fourier spectrom
The samples for investigating the IR spectra were prepared in the form of tablets
2530021-3640/98/68(3)/4/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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KBr. The x-ray photoelectron~XPE! spectra, carrying information about the state o
thin ~10–40 Å! near-surface layer of the solid, were excited by AlKa radiation (hn
51486.6 eV). The preparation of the samples for investigating the XPE spectra i
scribed in detail in Ref. 7. The deuterium content was determined by the standard m
of burning the sample in an oxygen stream and performing quantitative analysis o
water formed.

As one can see from Fig. 1, the fcc lattice of the initial fullerite is preserved in
deuteride C60D24. However, the diffraction pattern of the deuteride differs from that
the fullerite by both a shift and asymmetric broadening of the main peaks~Fig. 2!. The
fcc lattice constant in C60D24 equals 14.55 Å. Degassing this deuteride at 823 K lead
a slight increase in the intensity and a decrease in the asymmetry of the peaks
diffraction pattern and to a shift of the centroids of the lines in the direction of sho
interplanar distances~Fig. 1!. Nonetheless, the diffraction pattern of the product of th
mal decomposition of deuteride~PTDD! differs considerably from the diffraction patter

FIG. 1. Powder diffraction patterns of the initial fullerene, fullerene deuteride C60D24 , and the product
of the thermal decomposition of the deuteride. Inset: Superposition of the diffraction patterns of PTDD~1! and
C60D24 ~2!.

FIG. 2. Superposition of the diffraction patterns of the initial fullerene and fullerene deuteride C60D24 .
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of the initial fullerite. An estimate of the effective size of the crystallites according to
half-widths of the three strongest lines gives values in the range 300–1200 Å for P
The estimate was made under the assumption that for the initial fullerite this qua
exceeds the limit at which the physical broadening of the lines designated is virt
identical to zero. The value ofa0 for PTDD is still quite large~14.52 Å!. It may be
inferred that doping such a sample with alkali metals can be quite successful. Sp
cally, one can attempt to obtain by this method the superconductor A3C60 with high Tc

and an alkali metal with a low atomic number.

The strongest absorption bands~ABs! in the IR spectrum of PTDD~Fig. 3! have the
same position and shape as the IR-active modes (F1u) of the high-symmetry (I h) C60

molecule. This means that under the treatment described above the deuteride is co
into fullerene. The wide AB at;1630 cm21 and the weak ABs at 2845 and 2920 cm21

are due to, respectively, water and hydrocarbon molecules adsorbed by the KBr
The IR spectrum of PTDD also contains a quite intense AB with a maximum
766 cm21 that is absent in the IR spectrum of the initial fullerite. The presence of a s
of bands in the region 700– 800 cm21 is often attributed8 to the formation of fullerene
polymers, for example, polymers obtained both by photopolymerization and by the a
of high pressures and temperatures on C60. In this range there are a number of ABs, som
of which lie close to the AB at 766 cm21 and to other weaker ABs present in th
designated region in the PTDD spectrum. The existence of polymer formations i
experimental sample cannot be an obstacle to doping the sample for the purp
obtaining a superconductor, since it has been shown that Na2CsC60 polymerizes at pres-
sure 300 MPa, and the superconducting properties are preserved in the process.9

The XPE spectra of C60D24, the product of its thermal decomposition, and pure C60

are displayed in Fig. 4. One can see that the position of the maximum of the main
in the case of the deuteride is shifted to lower binding energies compared with pure60.
The half-width of the C1s peak in the deuteride is larger than in pure C60. In the process
of thermal decomposition of the deuteride, this peak becomes narrower and its ce
shifts in the direction of higher binding energies. A satellite is present in the spectra

FIG. 3. IR spectrum of the product of thermal decomposition of the deuteride C60D24 . F1u denotes IR-active
modes of the C60 molecule.
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compounds on the higher binding energy side of the main C1s peak. In the case of C60

fullerite this satellite is ordinarily attributed to the excitation of plasma oscillations op
electrons (p plasmons!. Deuteration decreases the intensity of the satellite peak
shifts the peak in the direction of the main photoelectron peak. The decrease in int
correlates with a decrease in the number ofp electrons per carbon atom. Thermal d
composition of the deuteride increases the intensity of the satellite to practicall
initial state, but the shape of the satellite in PTDD differs somewhat from that in C60.

In summary, our investigations established that the product of thermal decom
tion of C60D24 at 823 K consists primarily of fullerene, and the distance between the60

balls in it is much greater than in the initial fullerite. Similar results, but with a somew
weaker effect, were obtained with thermal decomposition of the hydrides C60Hx , which
form during gas-phase hydrogenation of crystalline fullerite.

This work was supported by the Russian State Program ‘‘Surface Atomic S
tures’’ ~Project No. 95-2.7!. We thank A. P. Moravski� for providing the initial fullerite
and V. N. Vasil’ets and V. P. Fokin for assisting in the experiments.
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FIG. 4. XPE spectra of C60 fullerene, C60D24 deuteride, and the product of thermal decomposition of
deuteride.
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Nearest-neighbor two-point correlation function of the Z-
invariant eight-vertex model

M. Lashkevich
L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics, 142432 Chernogolovka, Moscow Regio
Russia

Ya. Pugai
L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics, 142432 Chernogolovka, Moscow Regio
Russia; Department of Mathematics, University of Melbourne, Parkville, Victoria
3052, Australia

~Submitted 17 June 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.68, No. 3, 243–247~10 August 1998!

The nearest-neighbor two-point correlation function of theZ-invariant
inhomogeneous eight-vertex model in the thermodynamic limit is com-
puted using the free-field representation. ©1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01615-6#

PACS numbers: 05.20.2y

Recently, a free-field construction for correlation functions of the (Z-invariant!
eight-vertex model1,2 has been proposed3 within the algebraic approach to integrab
models of statistical mechanics.1,4–7 The free-field representation provides explicit fo
mulas for multipoint correlation functions on the infinite lattice. However, the resul
expressions given in terms of a certain series of multiple integrals turn out to be r
cumbersome. In this letter we give an explicit expression for the nearest-neighbor
point correlation function in terms of a single twofold integral, and perform some che
We also discuss the independence of the integral representations of the free paramu0

of the vertex–face correspondence entering into the free-field construction.3

Let us briefly recall the notations used in Ref. 3~see Ref. 1 for a complete definitio
of the eight-vertex model!. The fluctuating variables«561 are situated at edges of th

FIG. 1. a: Definition of the weight matrix; b: two degenerate ground states.
2570021-3640/98/68(3)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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square lattice. To each configuration of variables«1, «2, «3, «4 ordered around a verte
a local Boltzmann weightR«1«2

«3«4 is associated, as is shown in Fig. 1a. The nonz

Boltzmann weights can be parametrized as follows:1

R~u!11
115R~u!22

225a~u!52ir~u! u4Si e

p
;i

2er

p Du4Si e

p
u;i

2er

p Du1Si e

p
~12u!;i

2er

p D,
R~u!12

125R~u!21
215b~u!52ir~u! u4Si e

p
;i

2er

p Du1Si e

p
u;i

2er

p Du4Si e

p
~12u!;i

2er

p D,
R~u!12

215R~u!21
125c~u!52ir~u! u1Si e

p
;i

2er

p Du4Si e

p
u;i

2er

p Du4Si e

p
~12u!;i

2er

p D,
R~u!11

225R~u!22
1152d~u!52ir~u! u1Si e

p
;i

2er

p Du1Si e

p
u;i

2er

p Du1Si e

p
~12u!;i

2er

p D,
~1!

where u j (u;t) is the standardj th theta function with the basic periods 1 andt
(Im t.0). The normalization factorr(u) is irrelevant for correlation functions.

For definiteness, let us consider the model in the antiferroelectric phase, restr
values of the parameterse, r , u to be real numbers in the regione.0, r .1, 21,u
,1. For fixedr the parametere measures the deviation from criticality. In the limite
→0 the model has a second-order phase transition. In the ‘‘low temperature’’ lime
→` the system falls into one of two ground states~Fig. 1b! indexed byi 50,1.

Let P«
( i ) be the probability in the thermodynamic limit that the spin in the ‘‘centra

edge is fixed to be«. The label~i! indicates that spins at the edges situated ‘‘far awa
from the origin are the same as in thei th ground state, so that in the low-temperatu
limit e→` the probability is nonvanishing for«5(2) i . It has been shown3 that the
one-point correlation function

g1
~ i !5(

«
«P«

~ i !

is recovered from the bosonization procedure. The resulting integral representatio

g1
~ i !5~2 ! i 112

q18~0!

q4~0!
E

C0

dv
2p i

h4~v !

h1~v !
~2!

can be reduced to the Baxter–Kelland formula for the spontaneous stag
polarization.8 Here we used the notationshj (u)5u j (u/r ; ip/er ) and q j (u)
5u j (u; ip/e). The integration contourC0 goes over the imaginary period of the the
functions~from some complexv0 to v01 ip/e), so that21,Rev,0.

Consider now the inhomogeneous eight-vertex model on the lattice where the
tral parameters in two adjacent rows areu1 andu2, respectively, whilee and r are the
same for all sites.2 Let P«1«2

( i ) (u1 ,u2) denote the probability of the configuration with tw

fixed variables, as is shown in Fig. 2a. Here~i! fixes the conditions at infinity, so tha
P«1«2

( i ) →0 unless«152«25(2) i ase→`. The main statement of this letter is that th

free-field construction3 allows one to express the nearest-neighbor two-point correla
function
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g2
~ i !~u12u2![ (

«1 ,«256
«1«2P«1 ,«2

~ i ! ~u1 ,u2!

in terms of a twofold contour integral as follows:

g2
~ i !~u!522

~q18~0!!2

q4~0!
q1~u!

h4~u!

h1~u!
E

C1

dv1

2p i EC2

dv2

2p i

q4~v11v22u!

q1~v12u!q1~v22u!

3q1~v12v2!
h4~v12v211!

h1~v12v211! )j 51

2
1

q1~v j !

h1~v j !

h4~v j !
. ~3!

The integration contoursC1,2 go over the same imaginary period asC0, so that21
,Rev1,u,Rev2,1, Rev22Rev1,1.

Briefly, to get this formula we applied the standard procedure of computing trac
bosonic operators over Fock spaces7 and then proceeded as in the one-point function c
~see Appendix D of Ref. 3! by applying various identities for theta functions to provi
summation over the variables of the related solid-on-solid model, including infinite s
mation over Fock spaces. We will not go into the technical details of this procedure,
they are more cumbersome than instructive.

Let us only make a remark on the free parameteru0 in the free-field representation.3

Although the explicit formulas for the correlation functions in terms of traces of bos
fields do containu0, it is evident on physical grounds that the correlation functions m
be independent ofu0. Since the free-field representation is based on certian assump
it is important to prove this statement for the resulting integral representations fo
correlation functions. It can be easily checked that these expressions are nonvan
doubly periodic meromorphic functions ofu0 with two generically incommensurate re
periods 2 and 2r , which proves their independence ofu0. We used the fact thatg2

( i ) is
independent ofu0 to fix u05u21 ip/2e in Eq. ~3!. In addition, to make sure, we als
obtained the formula forg2

( i ) with generalu0 ~which turns out to be more cumbersom!
and checked numerically that it does not depend onu0.

To support the validity of the integral representation~3! we compared it with the
known results.

FIG. 2. ProbabilityP«1«2

( i ) (u1 ,u2). a — Definition; b — equivalent form obtained by rotating the linev1.
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• The partition function differentiation method~Ref. 2!.a! The probabilitiesP«1«2

( i )

3(u1 ,u2) are equal to those shown in Fig. 2b because of theZ invariance. So the
correlation functiong2

( i )(u) can be calculated as

g2
~ i !~u!5S a

]

]a
2b

]

]b
2c

]

]c
1d

]

]dD logk~a,b,c,d!uu,e,r . ~4!

Herek is the partition function per site as a function of the Boltzmann weights,1

logk~a,b,c,d!5 log~c1d!1 (
m51

`
~x3m2pm/2!~12pm/2x2m!~xm1x2m2zm2z2m!

m~12pm!~11x2m!

with x5e2e, p5x2r , z5ee(122u), and the derivatives are taken at the point character
by the parametersu, e, r according to Eq.~1!.

We checked numerically that the results of~3! and~4! coincide at least up to the fifth
decimal place over a wide range of values ofe and r .

• The limiting caser→`. In this limit the Boltzmann weights~1! become those of
the six-vertex model in the antiferroelectric regime. The integral representation fo
correlation functions of the antiferroelectric six-vertex model is known.9,5 Analytically
formula ~3! gives another integral representation in this limit, but numerically the res
of integration according to the two formulas coincide up to the sixth decimal digit.

• The limiting casee→0. This is the critical region of the eight-vertex model. Usi
the Baxter duality transformation for the Boltzmann weights1 one can map the model in
this region onto the six-vertex model in the gapless regime, whose correlation func
were found in Ref. 10~see also Ref. 11!. Performing the duality transform at the level o
correlation functions,12 one has to compare our answer with the following correlat
function:

g2
JM~b12b2![22^E21

~1! E12
~2! &~b1 ,b2!

in the notation of Ref. 10 with the identificationn51/r , b j5 ipuj . The integral repre-
sentation for this quantity can be written as10

g2
JM~b!522

sinhb

sinhnb E
C2

dv1

2p i EC1

dv2

2p i

1

sinh~v12b!sinh~v22b!

sinh~v12v2!

sinhn~v12v21 ip!

3)
j 51

2
sinhnv j

sinhv j
. ~5!

Here the contoursC6 are from 2` to 1`. They are chosen in such a way th
b1p i ~resp. b) is above ~resp. below! C1 and b ~resp. b2p i ) is above ~resp.
below! C2 . By checking it directly one shows that the limite→0 of Eq. ~3! coincides
with Eq. ~5!.

• The r 52 case. With this specification the eight-vertex model is equivalent to
noninteracting Ising models.1 In this case2g2

( i ) coincides with the nearest-neighbo
diagonal correlator of the inhomogeneous (Z-invariant! Ising model in the ferromagnetic
regime13 ~see also Refs. 2, 14, and 15!,
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2g2
~ i !~u!5^sm,nsm11,n11&5

1

p

u4S 0;i
2e

p D
u3S 0;i

2e

p D
u28S i

e

p
u; i

2e

p D
u1S i

e

p
u; i

2e

p D , ~6!

wheresm,n is the spin variable at the site (m,n) of the square lattice. As we show in th
Appendix, Eq.~3! reduces to this formula atr 52.

We hope that a similar integral representation can be obtained starting from
free-field representation for other multipoint correlation functions, in particular, for t
point functions with a separation of 2 lattice sites or more. It would be also very in
esting to understand whether the elliptic algebra approach proposed in Refs. 16
lead to another bosonization prescription and give a direct procedure for obtainin
integral representations of the correlation functions of the eight-vertex model.
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under Grant RP1–277 and by INTAS and the Russian Fund for Fundamental Res
~RFFR! under Grant INTAS–RFFR–95–0690, and by the RFFR under Grants 96–
96821 and 96–02–16507. Ya. P. was also supported by the Australian Research C

APPENDIX A:

Let us obtain~6! from ~3! in the Ising model caser 52. The integrand of~3! is
antisymmetric with respect to the permutation ofv1 andv2. This allows one to perform
the second integration simply by taking the residues at the polev25u. Using the identity

q4~u!

q1~u!

h1~u!

h4~u!
5

q4~0!

q18~0!

h18~0!

h4~0!

h1~1!

h4~1!

h4~u11!

h1~u11!
~ for r 52!,

which is valid forr 52, the resulting expression can be represented in the following f

g2
~ i !~u!52

h18~0!

h4~0!

h1~1!

h4~1!
J~u!, J~u!5E

C1

dv
2p i

h4~v11!h4~v2u11!

h1~v11!h1~v2u11!
. ~A1!

The functionJ(u) has the following defining properties:

JS u1
ip

e D5J~u!, J~2u!5J~u!, JS ip

2e D5
1

2e
,

J~u12!52J~u!1
h4~u!h4~0!

h1~u!h1~0!
,

and regularity ofJ(u) on the strip22,Reu,2, which fix it completely to be
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J~u!52
1

2e

u2S 0,i
2e

p D
u18S 0,i

2e

p D
u28S i

e

p
u; i

2e

p D
u1S i

e

p
u; i

2e

p D .

Passing to the conjugate module in the coefficient atJ(u) in Eq. ~A1!, one gets~6!.

a!We would like to thank Prof. J. H. H. Perk for pointing out to us the possibility of this check.
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Experimental scheme for quantum teleportation
of a one-photon packet
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A complete protocol and an optical scheme for experimental implemen-
tation of the quantum teleportation of an unknown one-photon wave
packet are proposed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01715-0#

PACS numbers: 03.67.Hk

Quantum mechanics forbids the cloning~copying! of an unknown quantum stat
~the no cloning theorem1!. Is it possible to transmit to a distant user an a priori unkno
quantum state without transmitting the state itself? Any measurement performed to
classical information about the state for subsequent transmission of this inform
generally speaking, changes the state itself without giving complete information abo
The preparation of multiple copies followed by measurements on the copies to o
exhaustive information is forbidden by the no cloning theorem. Therefore it is impos
to transmit information about an unknown quantum state using only transmissio
information along a classical communication channel.

Quantum teleportation removes this restriction, if a quantum communication c
nel is used in addition to a classical channel. The idea of quantum teleportation fo
case of quantum states described by a discrete variable, specifically, for a spin-1/
ticle in an unknown state, was advanced in Ref. 3. Nonlocal EPRa! correlations are used
as the quantum channel.2,3 The EPR pair is a pair of particles in an entangled sta
Entanglement entails a special type of quantum correlations which have no cla
analog.

The quantum teleportation protocol proposed in Ref. 4 is as follows. To telepo
a priori unknown quantum state which userA possesses to a distant userB, user A
generates an EPR pair. One particle of the EPR pair remains withA, while the second
particle is directed toward the distant userB. UserA performs on the remaining secon
particle of the EPR pair and on the particle in the unknown state a simultaneous
surement whose outcome yields classical information. Since nonlocal quantum co
tions exist initially in the EPR pair, the measurement attaches the state of the unk
particle to the second particle of the EPR pair at the userB. The state of the secon
particle is identical, to within a unitary rotation, to the unknown state. The clas
information obtained in the measurement is transmitted by userA to userB and indicates
to userB which unitary transformation must be performed in order to obtain the
2630021-3640/98/68(3)/8/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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state, which will now be an exact copy of the initial unknown state. In the teleporta
process the userA does not obtain any information about the unknown teleported st

Quantum teleportation was recently demonstrated experimentally for a photon
state with unknown polarization.5,6

The question of teleportation of the wave function of a particle in the o
dimensional case, where the continuous dynamical variables are the coordinate an
mentum, was investigated in Ref. 7, where a wave function of the form in Ref. 2
used as the wave function of the EPR pair. Quantum teleportation of a quantum
described by the dynamical variables (x,p) for the case of nonideal EPR correlations w
investigated in a recent work8 ~the unknown state in Ref. 8 corresponds to a one-m
state of a photon!. A quadratically squeezed state was used as the EPR state, whi
homodyne detection procedure essentially corresponded to a measurement.

In the present letter a new scheme~the complete protocol and experimental impl
mentation! is proposed for teleportation of a multimode state — a one-photon wave
packet — using an EPR pair in an entangled state in terms of energy–time variab

To further simplify the formulas we shall assume that the polarization state o
packet is known. The following arguments are also valid for the case of unknown p
ization, which can be taken into account by introducing an additional index. The sta
a one-photon wave packet can be represented in the form~see, for example, Ref. 9!

u1&35E
0

`

dv f ~v!â1~v!u0&5E
0

`

dv f ~v!uv&3 , ~1!

@ â~v!,â1~v8!#5Id~v2v8!, E
0

`

u f ~v!u2dv51,

whereâ1(v) andâ(v) are creation and annihilation operators of a one-mode Fock s
uv&3 , u0& is the vacuum state, andf (v) is the amplitude of the packet. The index
indicates the number of the channel~see Fig. 1!. The density matrix at an arbitrar

FIG. 1.
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moment in time has the form

r(3)5S E
0

`

dve2 ivt f (v)uv&3D S E
0

`

dv38^vueiv8t f * (v8) D . ~2!

The state of the EPR photon pair in our case can be represented in the form~similar EPR
photon pairs are obtained in downward~in energy! parametric conversion processes10!

ucEPR&1,25E
0

`

dvuv&1^ uV2v&2 , r
EPR

~1,2!5ucEPR&1,2 1,2̂ cEPRu, ~3!

whereV is the pump frequency and the indices 1, 2 enumerate the channels~see Fig. 1!.
The normalization of the state~3! is immaterial for what follows.

According to the general scheme of Refs. 11–13, quantum-mechanical mea
ments are described by positive operators which realize a decomposition of unity
measurements of observables, which correspond to self-conjugate operators, corr
to orthogonal decompositions of unity. The parameters~time, rotation angle! do not
correspond to any self-conjugate operators, so that such measurements are desc
nonorthogonal decompositions of unity.11–13

The idea of teleportation in application to the present case consists in usin
tangled measurements of energy-time for a pair of photons, one from an EPR pair
photon in an unknown state. A measurement is given by a nonorthogonal decompo
of unity:14

E E M ~dtdV1!5E E R1R ~dtdV1!5I , ~4!

whereR is the ‘‘reduction’’ operator,M (dtdV1) describes a quantum operation and is
positive-definite operator measure — POVM~for the details see, for example, Refs. 1
and 16!. We have14

M (dtdV1)5S E dv2eiv2tuv11v2&1^ uv12v2&3D
3S E dv28 e2 iv28 t

3^v12v28 u ^ 1^v11v28 u D dtdv1

2p
, ~5!

wherev65V6/2. The integration extends over the frequencies at which the argum
in the Fock states are positive. Note that the frequencyv1 is a common frequency in the
bra and ket states.

According to the general ideology of quantum-mechanical measurements,10–13,15,16

the application of a quantum operation~measurement! to a system with density matrixr
transfers the system into a new state

r→RirRi
1/Tr$RirRi

1%.

The probability of thei-th outcome is given by the formula Pr5Tr$RirRi
1%, whereEi

5Ri
1Ri is the POVM element.

In our case, after a measurement by userA the state of the second photon from th
EPR pair at userB is given by the density matrix
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r̃~2!5
Tr1,3$rEPR

~1,2! ^ r~3!M ~dtdV1!%

Pr$dtdV1%
, ~6!

Pr$dtdV1%5Tr1,2,3$rEPR
~1,2! ^ r~3!M ~dtdV1!%, ~7!

r̃(2)5S E dve2 i ~V1/21v!t f (V12v)uV2v&2D
3S E dv8ei ~V1/21v8!t

2^V2v8u f * (V12v8) D . ~8!

Formally, the measurement~4! corresponds to the situation where the momentt of the
measurement and the frequencyV1 are chosen by the experimenter, and the probab
of a positive outcome of such a measurement is given by Eq.~7!. Teleportation will be
ideal if V15V is chosen~the detection frequencyv1 of the detector equals the pum
frequencyV). In this case, as follows from Eq.~6!, the stater̃(2) is identical tor~3! to
within a phase factor, which can be eliminated by the userB if A reports toB along a
classical channel the momentt of detection. We note that ifV15V, the momentt of
detection does not depend on the unknown stater~3!.

Physically, the measurement~4! can be understood as follows. The userA possesses
a continuum of detectors which are ‘‘tuned’’ to frequencies in the interval (0,`) and
each of which can be triggered at an arbitrary momentt in time, formally, from (2`,
1`). The probability that a detector at frequencyV1 is triggered at a certain momentt
is given by formula~7!. The triggering probability is time-independent~equally likely at
any moment in time! only for one detector, tuned to the frequencyV. Teleportation will
be ideal only in the case that the detector at the frequencyV is triggered. As follows from
Eq. ~7!, the triggering probability does not depend on the unknown input state. The
A does not obtain any information about the teleported state.

Since measurements can be performed at spatially separated points, the times
formulas should be understood to be the times presented minus the time of flightt→t
2x/c). As will be seen below, this will not be important in the case of ideal telepo
tion.

The main difficulty in realizing teleportation of a one-phonon packet lies in realiz
the measurement~4!. The measurement~4! on a photon pair is intermediate between
measurement of time and frequency. An experimental implementation of this mea
ment is proposed below. The idea is to convert the photon pair into one photon on
a measurement is performed with an narrow-band photodetector. The latter can b
ized experimentally quite simply.

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The first nonlinear crystal
second-order susceptibilityx and a narrow-band filter at frequencyV serve to generate
the EPR pair in channels 1 and 2. An unknown one-photon packet enters the chan
The one-photon packet can be prepared by exciting a two-level system with ap pulse in
the distant past. The second nonlinear crystal, a narrow-band filter at frequencyV fol-
lowing it, and then an ordinary photodetector implement the measurement~4!. A tele-
ported state appears in channel 2.
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Let us consider in succession the evolution of the input states through the o
scheme. The state after the first narrow-band filter in front of the first nonlinear crys
described by a monochromatic state with density matrix

r in~ in !5uV& in in^Vu, ~9!

which can be obtained by using the first filter to cut a narrow band out of an auxi
one-photon packet fed into the entrancein ~Fig. 1!. The interaction of the photons in th
nonlinear crystal is described by the Hamiltonian in the interaction representation~see
details in Refs. 17 and 18!:

H1~ t !5xE dxEin
~1 !~x,t !E1

~2 !~x,t !E2
~2 !~x,t !1 h.c., ~10!

where all nonessential constants are included in the definition ofx, which, as is ordinarily
done,17,18 will be assumed to be frequency-independent. For what follows, it is co
nient to represent the electric-field operators in the form9

Ei
~2 !~x,t !5

1

A2p
E

0

`

dvei ~vt2kx!â1~v!u0& i5
1

A2p
E

0

`

dvei ~vt2kx!uv& i , ~11!

where i is the channel number. We proceed similarly forEi
(1)5(x,t) also. Taking ac-

count of Eq.~11! we have

H1~ t !5
x

~2p!3/2E E E dv1dv2dv ineit ~v11v22v in!uv1&1

^ uv2&2 inK v inU E
vol

dxe2 ix~k11k22kin!1h.c. ~12!

The second integral extends over the volume of the crystal. This gives ad-function of the
momenta, and leads to the phase matching condition18 (k11k25k in), which we shall
assume to hold~in what follows, this means thatk2ik3 ; see Fig. 1!. Next, x is taken to
be the renormalized value taking account of the additional factors from the second
gral. The first-order susceptibility, which is always present, can be neglected fo
purposes, since the terms in the Hamiltonian which are associated with it do not co
ute in theout channel.

The state after the first crystal in channels 1 and 2 is described by the density m

rEPR~1,2!5S~ t !r in~ in !S21~ t !, ~13!

whereS(t) is theS matrix

S~ t !5ei *2`
t H1~ t8!dt8511S~1!1S~2!1. . . . . ~14!

In first order inx we have

S~1!5 ixE E dv1dv inuv1&1^ uv in2v1&2 in^v inu1h.c. ~15!

The upper integration limit in the exponential inScan be replaced bỳ . Physically, this
is related essentially with the fact that the entrance state is monochromatic~roughly
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speaking, infinitely extended in time!, and the teleportation process is formally stationa
To within the normalization, which is unimportant, the state in channels 1 and 2 ca
described by the density matrix

rEPR~1,2!5x2S E
0

`

dvuv&1^ uV2v&2D S E
0

`

dv81^v8u ^ 2^V2v8u D . ~16!

A measurement by the photodetector, in front of which a narrow-band at frequencyV is
installed, is formally described by the projectorP(V)5uV&out out̂ Vu.

The teleported state in channel 2 after detection by the photodetector is describ
the density matrix~once again, to within the normalization!

r̃~2!5Trout$S~ t !r in~ in ! ^ r~3!S21~ t !P~V!%, ~17!

whereS(t) is now the completeS matrix of the entire optical scheme:

S~ t !5expH i E
2`

t

@H1~ t8!1H2~ t8!#dt8J 511S~1!1S~2!1 . . . , ~18!

where H(t)2 is the Hamiltonian for the second nonlinear crystal, which to within
replacement of the indices is similar toH(t)1 in Eq. ~12!. TheS-matrix terms of the form

S~2!}x2S E E dv1dv inuv1&1^ uv in2v1&2 in^v inu D
3S E E dv18dvoutuvout&out 1^v38u ^ in^vout2v18u D ~19!

contribute to the teleportation process. Taking account of Eq.~19!, the density matrix in
channel 2 is identical, to within the normalization, to the initial density matrix of
unknown wave packet:

r̃(2)5x4S E
0

`

dv f (v)uv&3D S E
0

`

dv38^vu f * ~v8! D . ~20!

It also follows from Eq.~17! that the detection probability in theout channel does no
depend on the unknown state and is proportional to

Pr5Tr2,out$S~ t !r in~ in ! ^ r~3!S21~ t !P~V!%}x4. ~21!

In this scheme the classical channel is necessary to report to a distant user the fac
photodetector has been triggered; in this case teleportation is considered to be suc
The probability~efficiency! of the teleportation process is small to the degree thatx4 is
small. On account of the terms in theSmatrix which are of next higher-order inx in the
S matrix, the fraction of spurious photodetector triggerings for which an incorrect
will be teleported is small additionally with respect to the parameterx2. We note that
formally the teleportation process is stationary~it lasts for an infinitely long time!, since
it is necessary to prepare a monochromatic input state. In this case the probabi
detection by a photodetector in theout channel is the same at any moment in time a
does not depend on the input state. It is obvious that in this case userA possesses zer
information about the teleported state.
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Of course, quantum teleportation does not permit transmitting information fa
than the speed of light. In this scheme the intuitive and qualitative explanation redu
the following. Since the input state is monochromatic and, as is always surmised
itively, is nonlocalized~infinitely extended!, the latter fact signifies that the field is seem
ingly ‘‘preprepared’’ in all space, including ‘‘preprepared’’ for the spatially distant us
A andB also. A measurement by userA transfers the entire system into a new state —
reduces the state vector ‘‘immediately’’ and ‘‘everywhere’’ for the entire system. U
ally, this part is regarded as intuitively unnacceptable. However, this ‘‘immediately’’
‘‘everywhere’’ does not make it possible to transmit information faster than the spe
light. To transmit classical information fromA to B by means of a teleported state,
classical channel fromA to B is required in order to report that the detector has b
triggered and teleportation has taken place. The classical communication channel p
poses that a classical object is transmitted fromA to B; the velocity of the object canno
exceed the velocity of light. The question of whether the field is ‘‘preprepared
everywhere closely related with the question of photon localizability~more accurately,
nonlocalizability! ~see, for example, Refs. 19–23!. As far as is known, this question ha
not yet been discussed in detail in the context of quantum teleportation.

We note that the teleportation process can be reformulated in terms of a dia
matic technique. The averaging is performed not over the ground state, but rather
‘‘stationary’’ stateuV& ^ *0

`dv f (v)uv& — the input monochromatic state and the state
a one-phonon packet. In the case of ideal teleportation, such a state is also an outpu
In this sense the process is stationary, and the averaging is performed with respect
stationary state, which need not be the ground state. In this case the diagrammati
nique is constructed similarly to the way this is done in the Keldysh method.24

In closing, I wish to thank B. A. Volkov, M. V. Lebedev, S. S. Nazin, and S.
Pavlov for discussions. This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundam
Research~Project 96-02-19396!, as well as by the program ‘‘Promising Technologies
Micro- and Nanoelectronics’’~Project 02.04.329.895.3!.

a!The name originates from the well-known Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen effect.2
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